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Abstract— The goal of this work is to implement a real
time augmented reality based system for robotic-assisted
transtympanic surgery. A high resolution preoperative
computed tomography scan is combined with the endo-
scopic video of the tympanic membrane with the aim
of visualizing the auditory ossciles, labyrinthe windows
and cochlea which are concealed behind the opaque
tympanic membrane. The experiments were performed
on a resin phantom of the human temporal bone. Five
stainless steel fiducial markers were attached around
the tympanic membrane. An image of the computed
tomography reconstructed bone was obtained. The real-
time transtympanic augmented reality process starts by
employing homography to register the reconstructed
image with the first frame of the endoscope using
fiducial markers as point correspondences. Endoscope
movements are then robustly tracked using Speeded-
Up Robust Features. Simultaneously, any micro-surgical
instrument in the frame is identified and tracked using
Kalman filter. The 3D pose of the instrument is also
extracted by solving a three point perspective framework.
An average initial registration accuracy of 0.2 mm
was achieved with a slow propagation error during
tracking. Similarly, a mean surgical instrument tip 3D
pose estimation error of 0.3 mm in X-axis, 0.5 mm in
Y-axis and 3.1 mm in Z-axis was achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Different transtympanic procedures have been de-
signed which aim at accessing the middle ear cleft
structures through a small and deep cavity inside
the ear [1], [2]. These techniques have been used in
different applications such as ossicular chain repair,
drug administration and labyrinthe fistula diagnosis.
The procedures offer many advantages compared to
traditional surgery: faster procedure, preservation of
tympanic membrane, reduced bleeding, simpler and
less painful post-operative process, etc. However, lim-
iting operative space, field of view and instrument
manoeuvring introduces surgical complications.

Our hypothesis claims that augmented reality (AR)
would improve the procedure of middle ear surgery by
providing surgical instrument information and super-
imposing 3D preoperative computed tomography (CT)
image of the middle ear onto the endoscopic video of
the tympanic membrane. In otologic procedures, the
key challenge is to obtain enhanced ergonomy with
sub-millimetric accuracy. To our knowledge, AR has
not been applied to otoendoscopic procedures, thus

the global perspective of the work is to affirm our
hypothesis.

In most computer assisted surgical systems, image
registration plays an integral role in the overall per-
formance of the system [3], [4]. Many algorithms
have been proposed specifically for endoscope-CT
registration. Combinations of different intensity based
schemes such as cross-correlation, squared intensity
difference, normalised and gradient mutual informa-
tion and pattern intensity have shown promising results
[5]–[7]. Similarly, feature based schemes involving
natural landmarks, contour based feature points, iter-
ative closest point and k-means clustering have also
been exploited [8]–[10].

In many applications, there is no considerable sim-
ilarity between multi-modal images. One solution is
to manually identify natural landmarks however, such
scheme is computationally expensive and prone to
error. An alternate is to introduce artificial markers. An
ideal marker has high visibility and low perturbation
in imaging modalities [11]. In CT imaging, high
impedance materials although being highly visible
produce artifacts.

In minimally invasive surgeries, the only visual cue
is through an endoscope which causes difficulty in
manipulation. Thus, additional information about the
surgical target and instruments needs to be provided.
Different techniques involving pre-known kinematic
information and instrument templates, gradient infor-
mation using Hough transform, learned instrument
models (based on colour or local pixel) and artificial
markers have been proposed to identify the instruments
in the endoscopic frame [12]–[14]. Limited work has
been accomplished to estimate 3D pose. Trained ran-
dom forest classifier using instrument geometry as a
prior [15] and visual servoing techniques employing
four marker points have been proposed [16], [17].
Three point perspective framework involving collinear
markers have also been suggested [18], [19].

This paper is distributed as follows: first clinical
background and proposed methodology are followed
by explanation of the experimental results. A discus-
sion on the outcomes of this work is presented at the
end.



II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In otologic surgeries, when an endoscope is placed
inside the ear canal (Fig. 1a), the middle ear cleft
structures (Fig. 1b) are hidden by the opaque tympanic
membrane (Fig. 1c). Consequently, surgeons approach
the middle ear cleft by cutting side of the ear canal
around the tympanic membrane and accessing the
structures by lifting the entire membrane. This ap-
proach is painful and exposes the patient to different
infections. A reconstructed CT image (Fig. 1d) in
an augmented reality framework might be a possible
alternative.

(a) Schematic view. (b) Middle ear cleft.

(c) Tympanic membrane. (d) Reconstructed CT im-
age.

Fig. 1: Problem definition.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section presents the overall hierarchy of the
methodology which is divided into four main sec-
tions: input, initial registration, endoscope movement
tracking and surgical instrument identification and
tracking (Fig. 2). A colour coding scheme is used to
discriminate between different sections.

Fig. 2: Overall workflow of the proposed methodology.

A. System Input

The proposed system has three main inputs:
1) Endoscopic video is the real-time video ac-

quired using the microscope/endoscope during
surgery. It can also be a recorded video.

2) Camera Matrix represents extrinsic and intrin-
sic properties of a camera. Zhang’s algorithm
[20] was used to determine the focal length of
the camera.

3) Reconstructed Endoscopy Image is a display
of the 3D reconstructed model of the human
temporal bone phantom depicting the tympanic
membrane, obtained from the preoperative CT
image through OsiriX (Pixmeo, USA).

There is very less similarity between the two input
images (Fig. 1), thus limiting the performance of
intensity or feature based registration schemes. In a
similar application [21], corresponding points in the
two images were manually selected and homogra-
phy [22] was used for registration. However, finding
exact point correspondences is a tedious and time-
consuming task. Hence, 5 stainless steel fiducial wire
markers, glued around the tympanic membrane, were
introduced into the framework. Since, our application
involves small markers (≈ 1 mm in length), steel was
observed as an appropriate choice. However, if larger
markers are used for a similar application, stainless
steel may introduce artifacts in the output image. Fig. 3
displays the inputs with fiducial markers attached. The
markers should be placed as far as possible from each
other in a non-linear configuration with their combined
centre coinciding with the centre of the target [23].

(a) Endoscope
image.

(b) CT MPR im-
age.

(c) Reconstructed
CT image.

Fig. 3: System inputs with 5 attached fiducial markers
that appear (a) grey in the endoscope image, (b) white
in the CT MPR image and (c) as protrusions on the
CT reconstructed endoscopy image.

B. Initial Registration

The first task is to register the reconstructed image
with the endoscopic video (Fig. 4). This is the most
crucial step as any error introduced during this stage
will propagate through all the latter processes.

After obtaining the reconstructed image of the CT
data using Osirix’s 3D endoscopy function, marker
image, containing only the fiducial markers, is ob-
tained using contrast enhancement and thresholding.
This marker image is then used to obtain the centres
of each marker using thresholding and blob detection.
The centre points are highlighted on the reconstructed
image for assistance. The user then manually selects
their corresponding points in the endoscopy image.
Fiducial markers ease this selection process as there
are very few natural landmarks around the tympanic
membrane. An ellipse shaped mask is extracted from
these corresponding points which is used in the endo-
scope tracking process.

These corresponding points are used to compute a
homography registration matrix HR which warps the



Fig. 4: Workflow of the initial registration step.

reconstructed image onto the endoscopic video. After
some repeated experiments, it was noted that it is
infeasible to select the same pixel as the corresponding
point and registration error can increase by around
10% if just one selected point is displaced by one pixel.
Hence, similar pixels in a small neighbouring window
around the corresponding points are also taken into
account for registration. Thus, a modified RANSAC
based homography algorithm (Algorithm 1) is used
instead.

Algorithm 1 RANSAC based HOMOGRAPHY
0: Inputs:
N : maximum iterations
threshold: stopping criteria for error
I1: Selected points in endoscope video frame
I2: Set of similar points in reconstructed image
(markers)

1: for i = 1 to N do
2: Randomly select a set of points from I2
3: Compute homography matrix
4: Warp selected points
5: Compute homography error
6: if error < min error then
7: optimized points = current points
8: if error < threshold then
9: break

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for

C. Endoscope Movement Tracking

The next task is to robustly estimate motion of the
endoscope (Fig. 5), in order to keep synchronization
with the reconstructed image.

In a previous study [21], Speeded Up Robust Fea-
tures (SURF) [24] was found to be the optimum
tracking strategy for this particular application. A

Fig. 5: Workflow of the endoscope movement tracking
step.

robust registration scheme based on RANSAC [25]
and FLANN [26] is used to determine the homography
transformation HT between consecutive frames. For an
accurate homography, all the feature points should lie
on coplanar surfaces. However, the extracted features
are spread across the image plane. The ellipse gener-
ated previously is used to further filter out features that
do not lie on the tympanic membrane which can be
assumed to be planar. Fig. 6 displays an example of
feature matches. A chained homography framework is
then used to warp the registered reconstructed image
onto the endoscopic frame:

Hi+1 = HT ∗Hi, (1)

where H0 is set as identity.

Fig. 6: Matched features between consecutive frames.

D. Surgical Instrument Tracking

The next task is to identify surgical instrument in
the endoscopic frame and extract its 3D pose (Fig. 7).

Popular approaches exploiting gradient information
or the greyish nature of the surgical instruments are
bound to fail as the perception range of microscope
is very small, thus degrading the gradient and color
information. So, three collinear markers are attached
to the instrument which can be extracted using thresh-
olding followed by pruning. The centre points of the
three largest marker regions are extracted (to minimize
the degradation effect) using blob detection.



Fig. 7: Workflow of the surgical tool tracking.

Since, the instrument may enter from any direction
and protrude indefinitely, geometric priors may not
be valid. The proposed approach assumes that no
instrument is present in the first endoscopic frame.
Background subtraction is used to extract the tool
entry point. The first frame undergoes a transformation
based on the homography matrix H and subtracted
from the current frame to obtain an approximation of
the area occupied by the instrument. A pruning step
is carried out to eliminate any false positive regions
present due to discrepancies in H . The instrument
entry point is then searched in the approximated in-
strument region. The search space can be reduced to
the image boundary points as the instrument can only
enter from the image boundary. The tool entry point
is then used to associate the marker centre to label
markers B, C and D where B is the closest to the
instrument tip and D is closest to the tool entry point.
The instrument tip location can then be obtained using
perception as:

a =
1

3
(b+c+d+

AB

CD
(c−d)+AC

BD
(b−d)+AD

BC
(b−c))

(2)
where a is the projection of the surgical instrument tip
A on the 2D image frame, b, c and d are projections of
the markers and alphabet pairs represent the physical
distance between the markers.

A linear Kalman filter [27] is used to refine the
marker centre points, eliminating any residual degra-
dation caused by the deblurring effect. A three point
perspective framework proposed in [18] is then used
to estimate the 3D pose of the instrument. Given focal
length of the camera, known physical distance between
3 markers and their projected 2D coordinates, the
position of the instrument tip can be estimated by
fitting the physical geometry (3D) of the tool onto
the projected lines Ob, Oc and Od, where O is the
origin of the camera axis. In laparoscopic surgeries,
the only perceptual cue for the surgeons is through
an endoscope which increases complications in the

surgical procedure. Thus it is important to provide
depth information.

E. Augmented Reality Display

To create the augmented reality display, a linear
blend operator between the warped reconstructed im-
age and the current endoscopic frame is employed:

g(x) = αA(x) + (1− α)B(x) (3)

where g(x) is the augmented reality image, A(x) is the
endoscopic frame, B(x) is the warped reconstructed
image and α is the blending parameter which takes a
value between 0 to 1. The value of the blending op-
erator can be altered during the process. Additionally,
the surgical tools are represented by a coloured line on
the augmented reality display. The 3D pose of the tool
is displayed in the bottom right corner of the window.
Fig. 8 depicts the augmented reality window.

Fig. 8: Augmented reality display depicting the endo-
scopic video, the registered reconstructed image and
the instrument pose (highlighted with a red circle).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents results of different experiments
performed during the work. Due to hygienic limi-
tations, all the experiments were performed using a
resin phantom of the human temporal bone. Real-time
endoscopic video was acquired using a microscope
lens to allow increased mobility and space for surgical
instruments. A typical experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 9. The processing speed achieved was 12 frames
per second.

Fig. 9: Experimental setup. The real-time video from
the endoscope is displayed on the left and the aug-
mented reality on the right.



The first task of the system is to register the re-
constructed CT-scan image with the endoscope video.
On starting the system, five points in the reconstructed
CT image are automatically detected and the user is
asked to select their corresponding points in the first
frame of the endoscope video. The selection of these
points is prone to error due to human involvement. An
optimized RANSAC based homography registration is
proposed in the framework which has two parameters:
window size and maximum iterations. The effect of
these parameters is depicted in Table I and II. Larger
the window size and the number of iterations, the
better the performance of the system. However, as
the number of allowed iterations is increased, the
processing time also increases. Hence, a parameter set
of 2000 iterations with 5x5 neighbourhood window
was considered as a good compromise.

TABLE I: Effect of number of iterations and neigh-
bourhood window size on initial registration error (in
mm).

Window Iterations
Size 500 1000 2000 3000 5000
1x1 0.283 0.283 0.283 0.283 0.283
3x3 0.229 0.220 0.218 0.223 0.217
5x5 0.186 0.171 0.179 0.168 0.168
7x7 0.132 0.144 0.115 0.114 0.119

TABLE II: Time consumed during initial registration
process.

Iterations 1 500 2000 3000 5000
Time (sec) 0.19 8.35 16.88 25.26 40.97

In real medical applications, the endoscope will
be quasi-static, however to validate the robustness
of the system, small movements were applied to
the endoscope. The tracking accuracy of the system
was evaluated after 30 second time intervals. Fiducial
marker points were used to evaluate the tracking in
which reference points were determined using tem-
plate matching. Fig. 10 displays a sample result of the
tracking error evaluation. Results of four experiments
are tabulated in Table III. The tracking error should
always be greater than zero however, since there is an
initial registration error, some values can be negative.

In different experiments, a small oscillatory instru-
ment movement was observed which was smoothed
using Kalman filter. Fig. 11 depicts the outcome of an
experiment in which basic movements were applied
to the instrument. The tracked path is observed to be
more refined.

The 3D pose of the instrument was estimated using
three-point perspective problem. Result of an experi-
ment in which different displacements were applied to

Fig. 10: Sample result of the tracking accuracy analy-
sis. The red points represent the estimated points using
the methodology whereas green points are determined
using template matching and used as reference points.

TABLE III: Endoscope movement tracking errors.
For experiments with RANSAC based optimization, a
neighbourhood of 5x5 with maximum 2000 iterations
was considered.

Tracking Error (mm)
Experiment 30 sec 60 sec 90 sec 120 sec

1 0.0052 0.0915 0.0851 0.0926
2 -0.0006 0.0345 0.0076 0.0150
3 0.0327 0.0912 0.1290 0.1074
4 0.0532 0.1015 0.1235 0.1652

the instrument, individually in each axis, is tabulated
in Table IV.

TABLE IV: Displacement accuracy assessment of the
3D pose estimation. Statistics displayed are taken over
50 samples.

Movement 2 mm 4 mm 6 mm
X 2.13±0.00 3.75±0.04 6.18±0.10
Y 1.95±0.04 4.07±0.00 5.54±0.02
Z 2.35±0.56 3.65±0.21 6.96±0.61

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

A marker-based augmented reality system com-
bining preoperative CT image with real-time endo-
scope video is indeed possible for providing auxiliary
perceptual information about the middle ear to the
surgeons. The proposed system first registers a 3D
reconstructed view of the CT data with the endoscopic
video, based on homography transformation, with the
help of fiducial markers. Next, the movement of the
endoscope is tracked, using image features, in order
to keep synchronization. Simultaneously, information
about the 3D pose of the surgical instrument is pro-
vided for assistance. Experiments performed on resin



Fig. 11: Noise removal in surgical instrument detection
process. Red path corresponds to the output using
Kalman filter whereas white path corresponds to the
path without Kalman filter.

model of the temporal bone show promising results,
with sub-millimetric accuracy, which open important
perspectives into minimally invasive otologic surgery.

B. Future Work

Currently, the initial registration, endoscope tracking
and pose estimation in X and Y axes are within the
sub-millimetric precision requirement, however pose
estimation in Z axis has a relatively higher error
as small deviation in marker localization constitutes
a large deviation in Z axis pose estimation which
should be improved. Also, since initial registration is
the most crucial step in the proposed methodology,
a fully automatic registration process would improve
the overall performance of the system. In addition,
feedback from the motor encoders may improve the
Kalman prediction step which currently employs an
identity state transition model.
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Sub-cortical brain structure segmentation on Magnetic Resonance
Images using Deep Learning

Kaisar Kushibar, Sergi Valverde, Arnau Oliver, Xavier Lladó

Abstract— Segmentation of brain structures in MR images
is an extremely important task because it allows quantitative
evaluation of the morphological characteristics of the brain. A
group of structures in the brain that caught the community’s
attention is the deep gray matter or sub-cortical structures that
include: thalamus, caudate, putamen, pallidum, hippocampus,
amygdala, and accumbens. Studying changes in shape and
volume of these structures is important in medical practice.
Manual segmentation of brain structures is a time-consuming
process and with a growing number of brain MR images, there
is a need for accurate and fast brain structure segmentation
algorithms. Current standard tools used by medical doctors
are known to be slow and nowadays development of faster
and more accurate segmentation algorithms that employ deep
learning with GPU’s computational power is an active research
area. In this paper, we propose a new 2.5D convolutional
neural network for fast and accurate segmentation of sub-
cortical brain structures. The performance of the proposed
approach showed to be the same as the best state of the art
in the well-known MICCAI 2012 dataset without resorting to
manual parameter tuning, pre- and post-processing, and with
considerably less computational time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Segmentation of brain in MR images is an important step
in clinical studies because a qualitative analysis of morpho-
logical characteristics of a brain is extremely subjective and
therefore, there is a need for quantitative evaluation tech-
niques. The structural changes in the brain such as variations
in the volume or shape of the sub-cortical structures are
frequently associated with psychiatric and neurodegenerative
disorders [1]. Therefore, morphometric analysis of brain
structures are potential biomarkers of the diseases or even
could be used as a diagnostic test [2]. Moreover, MRI brain
structure segmentation can be used in pre-operative evalua-
tion and surgical planning, radiotherapy treatment planning
or longitudinal monitoring for disease progression or remis-
sion [3], [4], [5], [6]. A group of structures located in the
deep gray matter is called sub-cortical brain structures that
include thalamus, caudate, putamen, pallidum, hippocampus,
amygdala, and accumbens (see Figure 1).

Brain MR image segmentation still highly relies on manual
intervention, which has important shortcomings. First of all,
manual segmentation of brain MRI requires trained medical
experts, and the results are poorly reproducible, due to the
inter- and intra- operator variability. Moreover, it is a very
time-consuming process, which limits the increasing amount
of data to be analyzed. Thus, development of accurate
automatic segmentation methods is an active research area.

One of the commonly used automatic brain structure

(a) (b)

Fig. 1: Target sub-cortical structures that are considered in
this Master Thesis. (a) Full view of the sub-cortical structures
in the brain; (b) Interior structures that are not visible in the
full view.

segmentation tools in medical practice is FreeSurfer1, which
employs non-linear registration and atlas-based segmentation
approach [1]. The main disadvantage of this method and
other atlas-based methods, in general, is the necessity of
non-linear image registration, which is a time-consuming
process and prone to misalignments errors. Another classical
approach that is also popular among medical doctors is the
method proposed by Patenaude et al. [7] – FIRST, which
is included into the publicly available software FSL2. This
method uses the principles of Active Shape [8] and Active
Appearance Models [9], but puts them within a Bayesian
framework allowing to use the probabilistic relationship be-
tween shape and intensity at its full extent. Also, a boundary
correction method is applied to the final segmentation, where
Markov Random Field (MRF) and a Gaussian mixture model
of the intensity distributions are used.

In recent years, the development of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and deep learning allowed to use such
learning techniques for brain structure segmentation. Using
deep learning approaches allowed not only to avoid time-
consuming non-linear registration process but also showed
a boost in performance overall. There have been a lot of
research carried out in recent years. Some of the algorithms
use a patch-based approach in order to apply CNNs for the
segmentation, where the network is trained to classify the
central pixel of a patch from an MRI volume. Brebisson et al.
[10] proposed a patch-based CNN architecture with eight
pathways, which includes two 2.5D branches, one down-
sampled 3D branch, and one branch of distances to centroids.
Patches at different scales and distances to centroids are used

1https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
2https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki

https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki


to increase the spatial consistency, however, having eight
pathways increases the number of parameters, which makes it
prone to over-fitting. Another patch-based approach proposed
by Bao et al. [11] consists of three different branches. Unlike
[10], every branch in their network accepts 2D patches with
different sizes, instead of down-sampled versions. Since the
segmentation of this method was inconsistent because of
using 2D patches along 3D volume, the authors proposed
a new Random Walker based label consistency correction
method. Mehta et al. [12] also proposed a similar patch-
based CNN to [10], which consists of eight branches: six
2.5D patch-based, two 3D patch-based with original and
down-sampled versions. This method also suffers from a high
number of parameters in the network and it is not memory
and computationally efficient.

Another way of using CNNs for segmentation is using
fully-convolutional CNNs (F-CNN) by changing the fully
connected part of a network to convolutional layers with a
kernel size of one, thus, densely classifying the input patch.
An example of this kind of F-CNN was proposed by Shakeri
et al. [13], where they adapted the state-of-the-art F-CNN
for semantic segmentation of objects in natural images [14].
Their network accepts inputs of 2D slices of a brain volume
with size 256 × 256 and the output segmentation has a
dimension down-sampled by a factor of 4, due to convolution
and max-pooling operations. The output of the network is
then up-sampled using bilinear interpolation to match the
original input size and corrected by using MRF. Dolz et al.
[15] also proposed a 3D F-CNN, where the segmentation
was done for a whole 3D patch densely from the extracted
3D blocks of a volume, and reconstructed to build the final
segmentation. In order to incorporate spatial information into
the segmentation process similarly to [10], the inclusion of
spectral coordinates along with F-CNN has been proposed
by Wachinger et al. [16]. The authors considered using 3D
patches as well, and also exploited Conditional Random
Fields [17] for segmentation correction purposes. The main
drawback of their approach was also a high number of
parameters, therefore, they applied some alterations in the
dataset they used, making their results not comparable with
the other methods.

In general, most of the deep learning approaches focus
on segmenting only large sub-cortical structures (thalamus,
caudate, putamen, pallidum), and do not consider other
important small structures (hippocampus, amygdala, accum-
bens).

A. Objectives

In this paper, we tackle the problem of segmenting all sub-
cortical structures, including the small ones. The following
objectives are set:

1) Implementation of some of the existing CNN methods
and proposal of extensions to improve their perfor-
mance;

2) Proposal of a new 2.5D CNN approach for sub-cortical
brain structure segmentation.

II. METHODOLOGY

For the first objective, we selected the 3D F-CNN by Dolz
et al. [15], and 2D patch-based CNN of Moeskops et al. [18],
which was originally designed for brain tissue segmentation,
but attracts one’s attention by its simplicity and flexibility.
We implemented these architectures and proposed additional
extensions to improve their performance as described in the
following sections (see Figure 2).

A. Proposed Dolz extension

The authors of this method focused on segmenting four
brain sub-cortical structures. After implementing and testing
the original method, we found out that the network per-
formed poorly when segmenting small sub-cortical structures
as hippocampus, amygdala, and accumbens. Moreover, we
found out that in the probability map of the network output
there were confound probabilities between symmetric small
structures. In order to solve this issue, we added distances
to centroids as in [10] in order to emphasize the spatial
information of the small structures. Since the sub-cortical
structures occupy only the central parts of the brain, there
are many spurious segmentation outputs that appear in other
regions of the brain. The authors originally solved this
problem by keeping only the biggest connected component
per structure for the final segmentation. This solution worked
until the introduction of small structures, where the size of
misclassified connected components may appear bigger than
the actual structures in other regions of the brain. In order
to solve this issue, we considered using a probabilistic atlas,
which helps not only to avoid spurious classification of some
background regions but also carries spatial information of
the structures. The final extended architecture of the Dolz’s
multi-model is shown in Figure 2a. Note that Gaussian
noise has been added to the distances to centroids before
concatenating with the convolutional layers. This is because
the centroids for the testing images are computed from the
initial segmentation produced by the same network without
including the distances to centroids, and by adding noise
we compensate the initial segmentation error. Moreover,
we added a 3D convolutional layer with a kernel size of
one, after the atlas input in order to compensate the atlas
registration error. The kernel weights of this layer will
be automatically learned, and in fact, this is similar to
assigning weights for different atlases in joint label fusion
segmentation algorithms. Additionally, we specified Regions
of Interest (ROI) for the sub-cortical structures, which are
located only in the central part of a brain volume and the
cutting out the other parts does not affect the segmentation
result, but decreases the processing time and the memory
usage.

In fact, by extending the original architecture we increased
the number of parameters of the network, which does not
solve the risk of over-fitting. However, instead of reducing
the number of parameters, we decided to use data augmen-
tation technique in the final experimental evaluation, using
elastic transformations.



Fig. 2: (a) Extended architecture of Dolz et al. Distances to centroids is followed by a Gaussian noise layer and a probabilistic
atlas with a convolutional layer with a kernel size of one. (b) Extended architecture of Moeskops, where a probabilistic atlas
vector is concatenated to the fully-connected part.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: Moeskops network initial segmentation result. (a)
ground truth; (b) segmentation output; (c) difference between
the ground truth and segmentation.

B. Proposed Moeskops extension

Since the architecture was designed for tissue segmen-
tation, we modified the network to make it work with the
sub-cortical structures. Then, we have taken similar steps
as in the previously discussed method, which is to run the
original network and find its weak points. However, in order
to increase the processing speed and decrease the memory
usage, we started using ROIs at the first place. An example
of a segmentation output from the original network is shown
in Figure 3b. In order to deal with the different number of
samples per structure, the authors considered to extract a
fixed number of samples per class. If one class has fewer
samples than the fixed number, then all samples are taken.
Every epoch the samples are randomly extracted following
the stated rule. However, for the sub-cortical structures,
the number of negative samples (background) is too high
in comparison to others. Therefore, when selecting a fixed
number of samples from the background uniformly-random,
all the extracted samples will be spread over the background.
This may lead the network to perform poorly on the borders
of the target structures, as it can be seen from the difference
between the segmentation and ground truth (Figure 3c).

Instead of selecting the negative samples randomly, we
propose to extract them only from the borders of the struc-
tures as shown in Figure 4. This way, we will focus the

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: An example of selecting negative samples from the
boundaries of target structures. (a) T1-w image and the
boundaries of structures shown as overlay; (b) ground truth
and the boundaries.

network to learn negatives in more specific areas, where the
classification mostly fails (Figure 3c). Since the network is
trained only with the negatives from borders, we expect to get
many misclassified regions around the structures of interest,
but not along the borders. We used the same approach as in
original Dolz method, by keeping only the largest connected
component per class in the segmentation result. Since the
network segments an image voxel-wise, we do not expect
to have misclassified regions larger than the size of the
actual structure, as it might happen in the dense segmentation
approach of Dolz. From the handled experiments, we have
observed that 2D patch based approach does not produce
consistent segmentation results. Therefore, we also included
a branch of atlas probabilities (see Figure 2b) in a similar
way that we had done with the method of Dolz. In this case,
the input of the atlas branch will be a vector with a size of
15 (14 structures and background), which is concatenated to
the other three branches.

C. ViK-net – a new 2.5D CNN proposal

From the performed experiments with the previous meth-
ods, we concluded that dense segmentation approach limits



us on applying techniques such as class balancing and sample
selection. Also, considering only 2D patches produces incon-
sistent results and using patches of different size increases
the training/testing time. Taking into account this analysis,
we propose a new 2.5D patch based approach, where we
apply some of the techniques that we have evaluated with
the previous two approaches. Experiments showed that using
2.5D patches has almost the same performance as 3D while
being more memory efficient.

The full architecture is illustrated in Figure 5. We take
2.5D patches of size 31× 31, which allows to cover three
orthogonal views of a 3D volume, and still remains memory
efficient. The kernel size for all the convolutional layers is
3× 3, and it allows us to build a deeper network without
losing in performance or bursting the number of parameters
[19]. The convolutional layers are kept the same for all
orthogonal layers and concatenated together along with a
vector of atlas probabilities of size 15 (probability per class
including background). In order to compensate the non-
linear registration error, we added a dense layer with 15
units after the atlas input. The weights of this layer will
be automatically learned during the training process. All the
outputs of convolutional and dense layers are passed through
ReLU activation function, except for the classification layer,
where softmax activation function has been used.

In fact, using concatenation over averaging increases the
number of parameters, which might lead to over-fitting. Our
architecture has 1,128,103 parameters. This number is still
lower than some of the methods we have analyzed in this
work. However, we included dropout layers to avoid over-
fitting, which is a widely used and proven approach for
solving this issue [20]. Moreover, we considered a data-
augmentation technique to provide an adequate number of
samples to train the network with over a million parameters.
In our approach, instead of using elastic transformations as
we did in Dolz’s method, we doubled the training set by
flipping them horizontally in axial view, due to the symmetry
of the brain on that axis. Flipping the images gives more
reliable and realistic data, which is not a case in augmenting
data by applying the elastic transform.

An optimal amount of layers and units for the fully
convolutional part in our network has been found using a
similar approach to the works of Yosinski et al. [21] and
Tajbakhsh et al. [22] about transfer learning, and neural
network fine-tuning. The general idea is to train a model
from scratch initially, and then, freeze all the convolutional
layers and reset the weights of the fully connected layers.
From this point, we train the network again with a different
number of dense layers and units to find an optimal solution.
This approach allows us to train the network significantly
faster because the back-propagation updates the weights only
for the fully connected part. This method of tuning the
parameters for the fully connected part of the network has
also its limitations. Since the weights of the convolutional
layers are kept frozen after the initial training, the result it
can give during the fine-tuning is dependent on the initial
structure of the fully connected part.

In terms of providing spatial information, we observed that
the probabilistic atlas sufficiently provides a distinguishable
spatial consistency. Therefore, we did not include the dis-
tances to centroids to our final architecture, as it had been
done with the extended Dolz method. Moreover, selecting the
negative samples from borders (Figure 4) showed a positive
effect in our experiments with Moeskops’ architecture, and
we decided to use this approach with ViK-net as well. In
our approach, we do not apply any time-consuming pre-
processing for the images, except for intensity normalization
before extracting the 2.5D patches. Moreover, the size of
the patches (31 × 31) and the location of the sub-cortical
structures eliminates the need for applying skull-stripping,
making the available data ready to be fed to the network.
Furthermore, no post-processing method is required, due
to the consistent segmentation result achieved using 2.5D
patches. However, the initial segmentation output has to
be cleaned up from false positives that occur in the areas
where no samples were taken part in the training process
(Figure 6). This is done the same way as in [15], where
only the largest connected component per structure is kept
from the segmentation output.

One might consider that the usage of atlases requires
a complex, non-linear registration of volumes, which is a
time-consuming process. However, since we are not directly
relying on the atlases, the network does not need a perfect
registration, and the dense layer after atlas input is included
in order to compensate the registration errors. Notice that
the inclusion of the atlases allowed us to skip the class
balancing and use all the available samples without reducing
nor replicating samples.

III. RESULTS

A. Datasets and Evaluation Measurements

For the experiments, we have selected the dataset of
MICCAI 2012 Grand Challenge and Workshop on Multi-
Atlas Labeling [23]. The MICCAI 2012 dataset consists of
35 T1-w MR volumes split into 15 training and 20 testing
sets. Manually segmented ground truth for each image is
available as well, which contains 134 structures overall.
All the images have a slice size of 256× 256 above 256
slices on coronal view with voxel spacing of 1mm. For our
experiments, we extracted 7 important sub-cortical structures
with left and rights parts from both of the datasets.

For the evaluation, we used one of the most common
metrics used in the literature and segmentation challenges
(e.g. MICCAI 2012) is the area overlap measurement – Dice
Similarity Coefficient (DSC). It measures the overlap of the
segmentation with the ground truth on a scale between 0 and
1, where 1 represents 100% overlap with the ground truth.

B. Evaluation of the Extended and Proposed Architectures

Figure 7 shows the results for the described four methods
according to their DSC scores per structure on MICCAI 2012
dataset. The proposed method shows better performance
almost for all the structures having higher mean DSC and



Fig. 5: ViK-net – proposed 2.5D patch-based, voxel-wise CNN architecture. ReLU activation function has been used for all
the convolutional and dense layers, except for the classification layer. The feature maps of the last convolutional layer are
flattened and followed by dropout layer with a rate of 0.3.

(a) Axial (b) Sagittal (c) Coronal

Fig. 6: Example of false positive appearance in the areas
where no samples are extracted for training. All the false
positives are pointed with red arrows, from three orthogonal
views.

tighter or similar IQR. The method with the worst perfor-
mance is Dolz-original method that has the lowest mean DSC
for all the structures, except for the accumbens, where the
Moeskops-extended method has got the lowest DSC mean.
Also, most of the outliers with very low DSC appear in
this method. As it can be noticed, most of the outliers that
have lower DSC than others, occur in caudate and pallidum
structures for all the methods.

C. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods

The methods for the comparison are: 1) our proposed
method – ViK-net; 2) multi-atlas based method PICSL – the
winner of MICCAI 2012 Challenge; 3) deformable model
based method FIRST; 4) Bayesian method FreeSurfer; 5)
deep learning approach Dolz – the original version. For the
method of Dolz, authors did not evaluate their results on
MICCAI 2012 dataset.

From the Figure 8 we can see that ViK-net’s performance
is similar to PICSL’s. Almost the same DSC scores were
obtained for the thalamus, caudate, putamen and hippocam-
pus structures with a small difference in STD. Our method
has got slightly lower DSC on pallidum and amygdala than
that of PICSL, with almost the same STD. However, ViK-net
outperforms PICSL in segmenting accumbens, which is the

Fig. 7: The results of four methods according to the DSC
score for each structure on MICCAI 2012 dataset with 20
testing subjects. The inter-quartile range represents 50% of
scores, solid and dashed horizontal lines represent median
and mean respectively. The outliers and suspected outliers
are shown in solid and blank shapes respectively and given
in different shapes for every method: circle – Dolz-original;
square – Dolz-extended; diamond – Moeskops-extended;
cross – ViK-net. All the dots shown at range 0.5 mean that
there are outliers below that value.

smallest structure among sub-cortical structures. Moreover,
our method is computationally more efficient than PICSL.

The results of FreeSurfer are the lowest among all the
methods on this dataset, but we have to note that this method
uses its own atlas, whereas other methods used the provided
training images from the dataset. Our method shows also
better performance than Dolz and the difference in DSC
values increases as the size of structures decrease. A similar
behavior can be observed with FIRST method, which is a
widely used tool for clinical research studies.

The average DSC for all the methods on MICCAI 2012
dataset is shown in Table I. The highest score belongs to
PICSL and ViK-net methods with a slight difference of only
0.002 in favor of the former method.



Fig. 8: Results of ViK-net and methods with reported DSC on
MICCAI 2012 dataset. The error bars represent the standard
deviation.

TABLE I: Average DSC scores of five methods (MTD) for
all sub-cortical structures. MICCAI 2012 dataset.

MTD PICSL FIRST FreeSurfer Dolz ViK-net
DSC 0.867 0.799 0.725 0.823 0.865

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A. Conclusions

From the experiment results, we saw that our proposed
extensions for the method of Dolz improved the performance
of the original architecture. Moreover, selecting negative
samples from the borders and the use of atlases showed a
positive effect on the method of Moeskops. Our proposed
method, ViK-net, outperformed the state-of-the-art methods
that are used by medical doctors and showed the same
performance as the winner of the MICCAI 2012 challenge
on the dataset provided in that challenge.

Having better or similar results to the state of the art
on MICCAI 2012 dataset, our method showed a better
performance in terms of computational time. In contrast to
the classical approaches and to other reviewed deep learning
methods, ViK-net does not require any time-consuming pre-
and post-processing techniques.

B. Future Works

The main limitation of our approach and also other su-
pervised methods is non-generalizability. Accordingly, our
neural network has to be trained from scratch in order to
work with a new dataset with different specifications. We
have left this issue as future work. Currently, there is an
active research taking place, on solving this problem that
attempts to train the network with only a single or a few
labeled images [22], [21] using a method known as transfer-
learning.
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Freehand 2D Ultrasound Probe Calibration for Image Fusion with 3D
MRI/CT

Yogesh Langhe, Katrin Skerl, Lilian Calvet, Adrien Bartoli

Abstract— Freehand ultrasound (US) probe calibration prob-
lem estimates the 2D US image plane with respect to a fixed
external reference system. This enables us to visualize US image
data during surgical procedures using augmented reality. The
calibration procedure estimates a rigid transformation to map
US image pixels into the pose tracking sensor co-ordinate
system. The required transformation is estimated using the
features in the physical space and its correspondences in the
US images. The calibration problem is solved by using least-
squares minimization. A calibration phantom is used to obtain
these sets of features and simultaneously localizing them in
the US images. The pose estimation with 6-degrees of freedom
was performed using a monocular camera based system and a
fiducial markers rig. A sub-millimeter accuracy can be achieved
with the proposed approach. The developed system is simple
and cost-effective with low calibration error.

I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) assists surgeons by providing
a virtual transparency of the patient in real time. AR in
computer aided surgeries enables surgeons to visualize image
data such as obtained pre-operatively by overlaying the real
time video stream captured with the endoscopic camera. AR
supports laparosurgery by showing the organs anatomical
structures in 3D. Some algorithms allow to display structures
such as lesions and guide for the surgeons to place the inci-
sions e.g using Shape from Template (SfT) [16]. However,
this model is only applicable to more rigid organs such as
the uterus. To extend the application to other less rigid organ
sites such as the liver a fusion with elastography imaging is
beneficial. It is a novel imaging technique visualizing the
tissues elasticity or the stiffness of the organ. Moreover, it
supports staging of liver fibrosis and cancer diagnosis [2].
Some MRI/CT based elastography techniques are recently
available but the most common and cost-effective elastogra-
phy techniques are based on US imaging.

Registration of US based elastography images with
MRI/CT is a difficult task due to intrinsic differences in
gray-level intensities characteristics, the presence of artifacts
including deformation and noise [15]. The image registration
accuracy and the speed is improved by estimating the US
imaging plane within the tracking system. This process of
estimating the US image in 3D space is known as probe
calibration (also referred as US calibration). This procedure
enhances the mutual information metric and improves the
accuracy of US-MRI/CT registration. We introduce a simple
freehand probe calibration method in this work. A position
sensor is attached to the probe to track its position relative to
the fixed reference system. This allows reconstruction of a
3D volume. However, the rigid transformation (rotation and

translation) between the tracking sensor and the US image
is unknown. A simple and cost-effective method is proposed
in this work to estimate this unknown transformation.

II. STATE OF THE ART

There is an active ongoing research to reconstruct 3D
US volumes from conventional 2D images in the last few
decades. Several methods have been proposed to construct
freehand 3D US volumes. A more detailed review of such
methods and different calibration phantoms is discussed in
Mercier et al. [11] and Hsu et al. [9].

Typically the proposed methods follow a similar procedure
for the calibration task which involves tracking a probe with
a position sensor and scanning a calibration phantom. Most
techniques involve a calibration phantom designed to provide
features in B-scans and the physical space. These features are
used to determine the correspondences for the calibration
solution. Most methods differ in terms of the calibration
phantoms used.

A. Calibration Phantoms

A calibration phantom is an object with predefined geo-
metric properties. It is designed to obtain a precise calibration
by localizing a set of features accurately in the B-mode US
images (referred as B-scan here onwards). These features are
also localized in the phantom space or phantom coordinate
system (CS). The calibration phantoms are predominantly
categorized in four classes [11] described as follows:

1) Single point phantoms: Point phantoms are small
spherical objects like a pin head or a bead visible on US. The
other variation of point phantoms are cross-wire phantoms.
They are composed of two wires intersecting in a point. Such
phantoms are easy to construct but difficult to locate in the
B-scan and require manual segmentation.

2) Multiple point targets and cross wire phantoms:
Multiple point phantoms [10] or cross-wires [13] are scanned
in this approach. The drawback of these phantoms is its
difficulty in the alignment of the US plane with the multiple
targets for simultaneous scanning [3].

3) Wall phantoms and 2D shape alignment phantoms:
The idea behind such phantoms is to scan a plane surface or
membranes which gives a line in the B-scan. The line feature
can be easily segmented compared to the point feature. The
proper alignment of the US plane with a wall or a membrane
is difficult. There could be reverberation artifacts caused by
multiple reflections [3].



4) Z-fiducial phantoms: In these phantoms, the wires are
arranged to form a Z-shape. The geometric properties of
the wires and corresponding end-points are known in the
phantom space. These correspondences are used to perform
the calibration procedure. With these phantoms, a large
number of features can be measured with a single acquisition
thereby reducing calibration time.

B. Probe localization

Different types of tracking technologies have been ex-
ploited to track the probe, most commonly electromag-
netic and optical tracking. Many methods use commercial
electromagnetic sensors. One of the major drawbacks with
an electromagnetic system is that the receiver has to be
placed near the transmitter within the generated magnetic
field. Moreover, the accuracy is impeded by the metallic
(AC sensors) and ferromagnetic material (DC sensors) [9].
Thus, such systems are prone to environmental noise and
distortion due to metal objects in and near the tracking field.
It is a challenging task to keep metallic objects (surgical
instruments) far away from the tracking system in operating
rooms [11].

In optical tracking the system is realized with multiple
cameras tracking the markers attached to the target (probe).
Both passive (retro-reflective material) or active markers
(infrared LEDs) are used for the pose estimation. There
is not much noticeable difference in the accuracy between
active and passive markers [14]. Multiple markers are rigidly
attached to the tracking targets. Optical tracking systems
suffer from several other drawbacks, including a limited field
of view, the need for a clear line of sight, and a lack of
orientation accuracy with small markers [11]. Many research
groups use commercial optical tracking systems such as
Polaris from NDI (Waterloo, ON, Canada) and Optitrack
systems to develop freehand US applications. These systems
provide sub-millimeter accuracy. However, such systems are
very expensive and bulky. To overcome these problems, the
researchers have been actively developing cost effective and
reliable techniques.

Some groups [8], [6], [12] have proposed low cost tracking
systems with a stereo-camera on the probe itself. Although
these systems overcome the problem of line of sight in other
optical techniques, they use artificial skin markers to locate
the cameras. Such markers can be problematic during clinical
procedures, especially if they must remain from one scan to
the next.

Several methods have been proposed over the years to
solve the probe calibration problem. As there is no definitive
solution to the calibration problem, the minimum resid-
ual error (in a least-square sense) is used to solve the
overdetermined system. Most methods either use iterative
or non-iterative (closed-form) solutions [11]. For the iter-
ative methods, the phantom features are generally unknown
[11]. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) and LevenbergMarquardt
algorithms are frequently used in the literature. However, the
solution depends on the phantom geometry and overall setup
of the system [11]. A simple and accurate calibration method

is proposed in this work using a closed-form solution.
It is based on a simple phantom and cost-effective pose
estimation.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe the details of the proposed
calibration method. It can be divided into three steps: 1) pose
estimation of the probe, 2) US image acquisition and feature
extraction, 3) computation of the transformation respectively.
We use optical tracking to estimate the pose of the probe. The
US feature extraction is then performed to locate the center
of the hemisphere phantom. The required transformation is
subsequently calculated using least-squares minimization.

The calibration task is achieved by rigidly attaching a pose
tracking sensor to the US probe and scanning the calibration
phantom. In our approach, optical tracking with different
markers was used to estimate the pose of the phantom and
the probe.

A. Theoretical consideration

The freehand probe calibration typically consists of several
co-ordinate system (CS)’s to estimate the US imaging plane
in the space. The total system and the relationships of the
different CSs are shown in Figure 1. The aim of the probe
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of co-ordinate systems

calibration is to estimate the spatial relationship between US
image and the tracking sensor M attached to the probe. Four
CS’s are represented in the system. The optical tracking
device (camera) was considered as the reference CS (also
referred as world CS). All the transformations are estimated
from the world CS or camera CS (Cc) . In every frame
captured, the pose of the probe represented with TM→C

was ascertained. Moreover, TP→C was also measured with
the camera at world CS. The calibration problem can be
formulated with Eq 1. The problem involves mapping the
B-scan co-ordinates (u, v) of the phantom features into the
marker CS (Mc). The aim of the calibration procedure is to
estimate the rigid transformation (TU→M ) between the US
image CS (Uc) and the tracking device CS (Mc) provided
that the phantom does not move during calibration.
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where sx, sy are scaling factors to map pixels to millime-
ters, (x, y, z) coordinates of points in the phantom CS (Pc).

From Eq 1 the calibration problem can be restated as
the set of feature points in US image with the coordinates
(u, v) and the corresponding feature points in the physical
phantom space. Thus, a least-square minimization can be
used to estimate the required transformation TU→M . This
overdetermined system of equations can be solved using
minimum residual error as there is no exact solution [11].

B. Closed-form solution

The required transformation between two CSs was esti-
mated using closed-formed solution given by Horn in [7]. It
consists of a set of two point sets Qk of the phantom features
and the set of corresponding US image feature points Pk. The
phantom feature points in Pc as (xp, yp, zp)’ are mapped to
the Mc (xm, ym, zm)’ by following equation:

xm

ym
zm
1

 = (TM→C)
−1TP→C
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yp
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1
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Horn presented the solution to this least-squares problem
of absolute orientations using unit quaternions in [7]:

min
R,t,s

N∑
k=1

‖ Qk − sR̂Pk − t ‖2, (3)

where R̂ is a rotation represented by unit quaternions,
t is the 3D translation vector which maps Pk to Qk, s
is the scaling factor which maps pixels to mm, Pk is set
of points in Mc obtained from Eq 2. N is the number
of images captured from different viewpoints. The required
transformation is rigid-body transformation with 6 degrees
of freedom (DoF). It involves 3-DoF for translation, 3-
DoF for rotation (direction of axis of rotation and angle of
rotation). Three points in both co-ordinate system provide
nine constraints. Thus, three points in each CS are enough
to find the transformation.

C. Experimental Procedure

The calibration system is realized with a monocular cam-
era and a calibration phantom with known geometry. A probe
casing was designed to rigidly attach the marker to the probe
casing. The models of the probe casing and the phantoms

were 3D printed using Ultimaker printer (Extended 2, USA).
The overall setup of the proposed system is shown in
Figure 2. The data acquisition was performed according to
the following steps:

Fig. 2. Experimental setup

• The calibrated camera was positioned on a tripod in a
manner that both the phantom and the probe lie in the
field of view.

• The phantom marker was placed firmly in the container
(not shown here). The origin of the Pc was considered at
one of the corners of the phantom marker. The phantom
was then rigidly positioned relative to the origin of
the Pc. The phantom features are then measured from
the origin of the Pc in the physical space (in world
units mm). In other words, (xp, yp, zp) from Eq.2 were
measured in this step.

• The phantom container was filled with water to ensure
coupling of the US beam.

• Measurements were taken subsequently as explained in
the following subsection.

• After the data acquisition step, a phantom feature (cir-
cle) was detected using Hough Transform.

• Once all the correspondences are known, closed form
solution described in the previous section was imple-
mented to estimate the required transformation.

D. US data acquisition

The measurements were performed using the Aixplorer
US device and the curved transducer XC6-1 (SuperSonic
Imagine, Aix-en-Provence, France).
• B-scan images of the phantom were acquired while

sweeping the probe at different angles.
• US probe was held steadily with least possible hand

trembling. It was positioned in a manner that phantom
features are clearly visible in the B-scan.

• Optical images and US images are then captured simul-
taneously by sweeping the probe. It was swept across



the phantom with different angles and rotations. The
accuracy is directly proportional to the number of mea-
surements. The temporal calibration in US images is the
synchronization between B-scan and the corresponding
pose of the probe. In the proposed system, the temporal
calibration is achieved by capturing the B-scan and
clicking the camera shutter simultaneously.

E. Hemisphere Phantom

A spherical object gives a contour (circle) in B-scan to
allow robust and automatic segmentation of landmarks in
B-scans. Other research groups [1] have used similar ap-
proaches of using spherical objects as a phantom due to their
ease in fabrication and automatic segmentation capability.
This type of phantom can be categorized as a point phantom
because only a single point (sphere’s center) is considered as
a landmark/feature. An arc appears in the B-scan when any
spherical object is scanned. This arc can be automatically
segmented using Hough transform for circle detection. The
hemisphere was positioned at the center of the bounding
box. The geometry of this phantom was designed to support
handling of the probe by the walls which allows to improve
its stability. The geometry of the phantom is shown in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Hemisphere phantom

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm to estimate the required transformation
involves the pose estimation of the probe and localizing the
hemisphere center in the corresponding B-scan. The probe
estimation is achieved using a camera calibration algorithm
which gives camera pose with respect to the marker. The
hemisphere center is then localized using Hough transform.

A. Camera Calibration

The camera calibration was performed to calculate the
camera parameters: intrinsics, extrinsic and distortion coef-
ficients. The intrinsic parameters K include focal lengths

(fx, fy) and the optical center (cx, cy) of the camera. The
extrinsic parameters include orientation R and position t of
the camera. A pin hole camera model is used to map the 3D
world points to 2D image points with projection matrix P
[5]. The algorithm uses the size of the checkerboard pattern
in world units to find the correspondences between 3D world
and 2D image plane. The projection from 3D to 2D is given
by P.

K =

fx 0 cx
fy cy

1


P = K|Rt

The camera parameters are estimated by taking multiple
images of the checkerboard pattern from different view
points and orientations. For each view, individual extrinsic
are present while intrinsics remain the same for all views.
The extrinsic (camera pose) from the camera calibration is
used to estimate the pose of the probe marker. The extrinsic
provide 6-DoF with rotation and translation. There are many
camera calibration algorithms available. However, we used
the open source MATLAB toolbox by Bouguet et al. [5].

B. Pose estimation

The transformations needed for the calibration were cal-
culated by the pose estimation of the probe. The pose
estimation requires the correspondences between the world
points and the projections. While there are several methods
to solve this problem, the fiducial markers are the most
commonly used technique because of the high precision and
high accuracy gained. In our approach, the single camera
system with fiducial markers rig was used to estimate pose of
the probe. The first setup involved estimating the pose from a
planar checkerboard using camera calibration algorithm. The
fiducial markers are rigidly attached to the probe using a 3D
printed probe casing. The attached marker represents Mc.
The aim of the calibration is to estimate the transformation
between this marker and the US imaging plane.

A marker rig was used to estimate both poses of the
phantom and the US probe. Two checkerboards with sim-
ilar dimensions, one for the phantom and another one for
the probe were used. One checkerboard is attached to the
container in which the phantom was placed and another
checkerboard was attached to the probe casing. The camera
calibration provides the extrinsics of the camera or in other
words the transformation of both the checkerboards with
respect to the Cc. We obtain both TP→C and TM→C using
the camera calibration algorithm. The important thing to
consider here is that the origin of the Mc should be fixed at



one of the corners of the checkerboard for all poses of the
probe.

V. RESULTS

The experimental results were obtained by following the
procedure explained in Section III-C. In the calibration pro-
cedure, each stage (phantom fabrication, image acquisition,
spatial co-registration, image processing, formulation, and
numerical optimization solution), contributes to the error [4].
The hemisphere phantom used for the calibration task gives
an arc in the B-scans. In our approach, we are interested in
the center of this arc (center of hemisphere) as the phantom
feature. This center detection was achieved using Hough
Transform. The detected center and the circle are shown in
the Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Detected circle and its center of Hemisphere phantom

A. Calibration results

The required transformation TU→M is estimated using the
closed-form solution. The calibration results were measured
by transforming points from B-scan to the Pc using all
the estimated transformations in Eq 1. We calculated and
evaluated the results based on the Backprojection Residual
Error (BRE). The co-ordinates of the phantom feature (the
center of hemisphere) P (x, y, z) with respect to the origin of
the phantom marker were known. The BRE is a measure of
the absolute differences with the point P and re-projection of
the corresponding point in the B-scan using Eq. 1. Ideally,
the BRE should be zero for all set of images along all axes.
Note: All the BRE values mentioned are measured in mm.
We used 11 × 11 boards with 13 mm checker size. The
dataset was captured with a set of 50 scans.

It was evaluated with a different number of images. Table I
lists the values with different number of images. We first
calculated error with all number of images i.e images with
any error (< ∞). The maximum error with all images is

6 mm along Y-axis. We can see that most of the contributed
BRE is along the Y-axis. The performance of this dataset
was evaluated by removing high error images. This dataset
was evaluated by removing images with BRE > 2 mm,
> 1.5 mm and > 1 mm. The accuracy was improved after
removing images with high BRE. A sub-millimeter accuracy
was achieved in this acquisition after removing high error
images.

TABLE I
BRE ALONG AXES FOR DATASET 3

Axis Parameter Error in mm (Number of images)

X

< ∞ (50) < 2 (32) < 1.5 (25) < 1 (14)
Std. 0.959 0.342 0.310 0.242
Mean 1.024 0.449 0.418 0.298
Min 0.005 0.020 0.047 0.027
Max 4.443 1.741 1.453 0.795

Y

Std. 1.758 0.570 0.281 0.139
Mean 1.704 0.608 0.392 0.161
Min 0.034 0.008 0.012 0.003
Max 6.743 2.433 0.944 0.509

Z

Std. 0.444 0.285 0.249 0.202
Mean 0.542 0.350 0.296 0.256
Min 0.016 0.008 0.019 0.066
Max 1.635 1.132 0.948 0.833

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In the proposed system, a simple, cost-effective and
accurate calibration method with sub-millimeter error was
achieved. A point based hemisphere phantom provides sim-
plicity in fabrication and distinct features with no or few
artifacts. The errors in this system are considered reasonable
compared with the existing expensive and complex systems.
However, the overall accuracy of the system depends on
the pose estimation accuracy, phantom construction and data
acquisition. This accuracy is predominantly impeded by the
pose estimation accuracy which depends on different factors
such as camera calibration parameters, lighting conditions,
clear line of sight and rigidness of the camera during
acquisition.

Although the proposed system provides sub-millimeter ac-
curacy, it should be further validated with more experiments
and datasets. The reproducibility of the proposed system
should be further validated with more datasets. Calibration
reproducibility (CR) should be measured to validate the
performance on new set of images as proposed in [10]. With
the current system, the high error images are removed by
hard thresholding to improve the accuracy. In the future,
we propose to remove such outliers or high error data. This
can be achieved with widely used RANSAC or least median
squares (LMeDS) algorithms.



The accuracy of the checkerboard system depends on its
size. It is difficult to have the big size markers in the clinical
environment as used within this study. This problem can
be solved by using Augmented Reality (AR) markers like
ArUco. In addition, the phantom can be further redesigned
with multiple spheres to improve the precision. This will also
enhance the robustness and accuracy of the system.
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Novel Custom LBP descriptor for detecting uninformative frames in
optical endomicroscopy

Oleksii Leonovych, Antonios Perperidis

Abstract— Pulmonary Optical Endomicroscopy(OEM) has
the potential to replace lung biopsy in the future as well as
to be helpful in detecting and classifying a large variety of
diseases. Due to the nature of OEM acquisition, the presence
of uninformative frames in videos is unavoidable and causes
the following problems: prolongs off-line manual assessment
and reduces the results of post-processing algorithms. This
paper presents a novel approach of detecting and discarding
such frames using modified LBP descriptor as well as original
LBP and GLCM descriptors. The proposed descriptor provides
the same performance as the original LBP, while taking into
account only 19% of pixels considered by original descriptor.
This leads to 84% Sensitivity and 92% Specificity for classifying
uninformative frames in OEM videos.

I. INTRODUCTION

The lungs are the essential respiration organ. They are
divided into two anatomic and functional regions: the air
conduction system (that includes the trachea, bronchi, and
bronchioles) and the gas-exchange region made of alveolar
sacs. Air conduction system of a patient can be examined
using a technique called bronchoscopy, allowing the doctor
to look at patient’s airway through a thin viewing instrument
called a bronchoscope. In contrast, the alveolar region is
currently investigated only in vitro, using invasive techniques
such as open lung biopsies[2].

In order to avoid such significant intervention into the lung
system, a new promising technique - optical endomicroscopy
was developed. This technique, also referred as probe-based
confocal laser endomicroscopy, is the most widely used
platform and the only fiber-based endomicroscopic method-
ology approved for clinical use. This technology employs a
proximal laser scanning unit linked to an interface with a
flexible multicore fiber which is passed through the working
channel of endoscopes enabling microscopic imaging at
the distal end of the fiber. Such technique can be used
for pulmonary endomicroscopy due to the abundance of
elastin and collagen in lungs tissues, which enables structural
imaging through the generation of autofluorescence with a
488-nm laser excitation[1].

Endomicroscopy Image Modality

Endomicroscopy images produced by the laser unit with
attached fibers represent a 420 by 420 pixel image with a
circular field of view. Spatial resolution for such images
reaches 1µm per pixel which makes the lung tissue and
cells easily observable. Acquired scenes represent a sequence
of elastin frameworks which appear as a network of almost
continuous lines, which can contain macrophages[3].

Problem statement and Approach summary

Due to the nature of OEM acquisition, the presence of
uninformative frames in videos is unavoidable. They can
represent a substantial proportion (potentially > 25%) of
the OEM data-set, depending on the amount of motion of
the imaging target as well as the skills of operator manipu-
lating the fiber. This introduces the following problems for
endomicroscopy modality usage :

1) Prolongs the off-line manual assessment of the data.
2) Increases computational power needed for frame-

sequence processing.
3) Reduces the performance of any post-processing algo-

rithm intended to analyze and quantify the images.

Consequently, there is a need in discarding the uninformative
frames out of the frame-sequences.
The aim of this study is to detect and filter out such frames .
In more details, our approach consists of distinguish 3 classes
of endomicroscopy frames :

• Clean frames, containing clear information about lung
structure

• Noisy frames, being a result of loss of contact between
the optic fiber and lung tissue.

• Motion artifact frames, which contain some spatial
information which is highly affected by one of the
motion types.

Our method is to break the task of filtering out uninfor-
mative frames into 2 hierarchical binary classification tasks
which requires the following :

1) Pre-processing step for video contrast adjustment .
2) Defining texture feature space capable of detecting

noisy frames .
3) Performing Binary classification on the video-set to

filter out noisy frames .
4) Defining feature space for detecting motion artifacts to

be defined.
5) Discarding remaining motion artifact frames using

filtered video-sequence.

The following figure I illustrates examples of clean, noisy,
motion artifacts frames:



(a) clean frame ex. 1 (b) motion frame ex.1 (c) noise frame ex.1

(d) clean frame ex. 2 (e) motion frame ex.2 (f) noise frame ex.2

II. METHODOLOGY

Data-Set

Nine OEM frame-sequences of distal lung were used
for developing and testing of the proposed algorithm. All
the data was acquired during a routine study of patients
being investigated for indeterminate pulmonary nodule at
the Columbus Lung Institute(United States). The procedure
of endomicroscopy acquisition was performed by an expert
operator using standard bronchoscopy with the aid of a
superDimension Navigation System (Covidien Inc., MN,
USA) and imaging with 488-nm Cellvizio using a 1.4-mm
lateral diameter Alveoflex fiber (Mauna Kea Technologies,
Paris, France)[1]. All frame-sequences were saved as .mkt
files containing the acquisition hardware parameters and read
as 16-bit files in Matlab environment.
Proposed frame modality is achieved through interpolating
the sensor response from optic fibers used in endomi-
croscopy. The average number of optic fibers used for
acquisition is aprox. 27000. The image is then constructed
using linear interpolation between all the fibers(see fig 2).
Throughout classification process, due to limited number
of frames representing motion artifact class the clean-class
training set had to be reduced to avoid class size imbalance.
Frames were sampled uniformly every Ssmpl frames and
evaluated using Yoden’s index J:

J = maxν(T PR(ν)+(T NR(ν)−1)) (1)

Frames Pre-processing

Intensity response of luminescence measuring is depen-
dent on a variety of factors such as autofluorescence of
observed tissue, patient age or disease state. Frame intensities
throughout one video and throughout the video data-set vary
from hundreds of gray tone levels to thousands having the
same 16-bit format, including some negative values. There-
fore, there is a strong need for a pre-processing intensity
adjustment which is done as follows:

• Minimum value Vmin for each video is found and added
to each frame to ensure that all the values are positive.

• Histogram of the video is constructed and a threshold
T of 99% of present data is applied.

• Values between 0 and T are normalized to [0,1] range,
values greater than T are set to 1 :

i f , I(x,y, t) ∈ [0,T ] ⇒ I(x,y, t) =
I(x,y, t)

T
(2)

i f , I(x,y, t)> T ⇒ I(x,y, t) = 1 (3)

Feature space for identifying frames containing noise

Noisy frames in endomicroscopy images occur due to loss
of contact between the optic fiber and lung tissue. In order
to identify those frames, 3 types of descriptors were used:

1) Gray level co-occurrence martix.
2) LBP descriptors.
3) Custom LBPs designed specifically for endomi-

croscopy applications.

Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix features

Let I(x,y,t) be a frame sequence with t ∈ [1,K] being the
number of frames, x and y being spatial coordinates such
as x ∈ [1,N], y ∈ [1,M]. Then, co-occurrence matrix Gt of a
frame t is a matrix containing the distribution of co-occurring
pixels or when normalized representing the probability of
two points with grey-levels i and j to exist at a distance
defined by offsets M x,M y :

GMxMy
t(i, j) =

N

∑
p=1

M

∑
q=1

{
1, if I(p,q,t) = i & I(p+∆x,q+∆y, t) = j
0, otherwise

(4)
Due to the nature of examined modality we require

features to be rotation-invariant. For this purpose, Gt is
estimated in the form of the mean GLCM for different offset
pairs [(1 0);(1 1);(1 1);(−1 1)], which correspond to offsets
with distance of 1 pixel in (0o,45o,90o,135o) angles. [1]
The probability of each co-occurring pair was represented
by the mean GLCM matrix :

Gnorm
t =

1
n

Gt (5)

where n is the sum of all elements in matrix Gt .
The following set of metrics was extracted from GLCM
marix:

Contrast(t) =
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

(i− j)2 pi j (6)

Energy(t) =

√√√√ L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

p2
i j (7)

Homogeneity(t) =
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

1
1+(i− j)2 p2

i j (8)



Entropy(t) =−
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

pi j log2(pi j) (9)

Maximum probability(t) = 1−max
i, j

(pi j) (10)

Local Binary Pattern

In general formulation LBP descriptor works by splitting
an image I into cells and then assigning a histogram to each
cell in the following way:
• Within each cell a 3*3 neighborhood is considered for

each pixel.
• Each neighborhood is thresholded with the central pixel

value and assigned 1 for those values which are bigger
and 0 for smaller ones.

• 8-digit binary number is composed for each neighbor-
hood by writing out the comparison outputs starting
from horizontal half line.

For a pixel xc,yc the LBP is defined as follows:

LBPP,R =
P−1

∑
p=0

s(gp−gc) 2p ,where s(x) =

{
1, if x > 0
0 otherwise

(11)
Each LBP is a binary 28-digit code, which is transformed
into a decimal number for simplicity. This provides us with
256 possible different texture descriptors.

In our work we take into account some extensions of this
formulation:
• First, we assume that a pixel can be compared to

its neighbors in a larger than 3*3 neighborhood. This
means that both the offset Rradius from central pixel and
the number of neighbors Nneigh may vary.

• Uniform pattern is used to grant the rotation-invariance
of proposed descriptor and reduce it’s size.
A binary pattern is called uniform if it contains at most
two 0-1 or 1-0 transitions in the 2Nneigh-digit code. For
the case of 256 possible texture binary codes there exists
only 58 combinations of uniform patterns. This means
that only 58 codes are rotation invariant, which leads to
LBP histogram having 59 bins(58 for uniform patterns
and one for all non-uniform ones).

Customized Local Binary Pattern

Endomicroscopic data is an interpolation of the signal
responses from roughly 30.000 optic fibers. Due to inter-
polation most of the pixel values in the image represent the
linear combination of real signal responses. This gives us
the reasoning for developing a custom LBP model which
will take into account only the true pixel values excluding
interpolated ones. This gives us an advantage in 2 ways:
• Firstly, when dealing only with real data, the error of

texture classification should be minimized.
• Secondly, the computational speed required for classify-

ing an image should be reduced due to the fewer number
of samples.

2 algorithms were developed for computing custom LBPs
which rely on the fiber locations xi,y j for sampling. Since
our fibers don’t have a uniform location grid, an approach
for selecting neighboring fibers had to be developed.
A decision of introducing a triangulation between fibers
appeared to be a simple and powerful solution assuring that
each fiber has a unique set of neighbors. With that said, both
algorithms rely on Delaunay triangulation to be built between
fiber locations which serve as nodes.

Custom LBP algorithm 1

• Having locations x,y of all the fibers, let’s define a set
of points P(x,y).

• Delaunay triangulation DT (P)is constructed over de-
fined set of points P, such that no point in P lays inside
the circumcircle of any triangle of triangulation DT(P).

• Number of neighbors is in DT is calculated for each
node and only those nodes are left which have 6
neighbors since it is the most common case according
to the figure 1.

• Using a new set P6, repeat the steps of original LBP
using neighboring 6 nodes for comparison

Fig. 1: Average number of neighbors for nodes in triangula-
tion over set of points P.

Since we do not use all the pixels in the image and don’t
use all the nodes in proposed triangulation it is important to
prove that we are using enough data. The following figure 2
shows the distribution of selected nodes (in red) over the
triangulation(in blue).

Custom LBP algorithm 2

This variation of LBP, unlike the previous algorithm
doesn’t have any uncertainty in angle between central pixel
and it’s neighbors. Instead,it takes 8 neighbors into consider-
ation, which means that some values have to be substituted
or interpolated:
• Having locations x,y of all the fibers, let’s define a set

of points P(x,y).
• Delaunay triangulation DT (P)is constructed over de-

fined set of points P, such that no point in P lays inside
the circumcircle of any triangle of triangulation DT(P).

• for each node of triangulation find the number of its
neighbors Nneigh.



Fig. 2: The workflow of algorithm 1, showing the original
frame, fiber locations with built triangulation and the final
considered triangulation (in red).

If Nneigh /∈ [5,7] discard the node. If 2 neighboring
sections have no nodes, discard the node. Else:

• Divide the plane around the central node into 8 equal
subsections. Each section will contain either 0,1 or 2
neighboring nodes.

– Case of single node in the section, assign it’s value
to the section. Vnode⇒Vsection.

– Case of 2 nodes in the section, assign the average
value to the section: 0.5 (Vnode1+Vnode1)⇒Vsection.

– Case of no value in the section, average the value
between neighboring sections:
0.5 (VsectionN−1 +VsectionN+1)⇒VsectionN .

Fig. 3: Example of assigning values to 8 sections around the
central node. Sections [2,4,6,7] represent case 1. Section 1
represents case 2. Sections [3,5] represent case 3.

• Having 8 values assigned to sections around central
pixel, treat those values as neighboring nodes and follow
the steps of original LBP algorithm.

Feature space for detecting motion artifacts

In order to detect motion artifacts we used the texture
change between consecutive frames. Texture change features
were acquired from the pre-processed video without noisy
frames . The following feature spaces were used:

1) GLCM features change.
5 features were considered: difference in contrast, en-
ergy, homogeneity, entropy and maximum probability.

2) LBP features change.
The texture change was considered in the form of
the absolute difference LBPd between 2 histograms
LBPn and LBPn+1 of consecutive frames.
Total of 4 features was extracted from LBP difference:
max(LBPd), mean(LBPd), standard deviation(LBPd)
and sum(LBPd).

3) Custom LBP feature difference was used in the same
manner as the original LBP.

Classification of frames

The following feature spaces were tested using Support
vector machine, Linear Discriminant analysis and Random
trees classifiers, whose performance was evaluated using
ROC curve.
All the classification was performed using exhaustive cross
validation without splitting of the videos. This decision was
made in order to avoid the correlation between similar frames
in training and testing sets of classification problem. Having
this said, we approach uninformative frame filtering problem
using 9-cross validation to ensure that our classification is not
biased.

III. RESULTS

This section will address the results of binary classification
between ”noisy frames vs. the rest”, binary classification
between ”motion artifacts frames vs. clean frames” as well
as overall performance of the proposed approach.

Best parameters for GLCM and LBP

Both LBP and GLCM descriptors need to be finely tuned
in order to encode the correct texture information. The
following tables illustrate the dependency of classification
result of detecting noisy frames on descriptor parameters:

LBP descriptor testing using different number of neighbors
Nneigh and Radius Rradius:

TABLE I: Original LBP: circle size vs. number of neighbors
table

Number of Neighbors 6 Number of Neighbors 8 Number of Neighbors 12
Circle size 1 84% 93% 94%
Circle size 2 86.3% 98.2% 97.3%
Circle size 3 92.1% 98.7% 98%
Circle size 4 92.6% 98.1% 97.1%

GLCM matrix was constructed using symmetrical offsets,
hence only the distance between pixels varied, which resulted
in the following classification rates for different offsets:



TABLE II: GLCM classification with offset variations
offset of 1 px. offset of 3 px. offset of 5 px. offset of 7 px.

Classification
Result 97.8% 98.7% 98.4% 97.7%

A. ”Noise vs. The Rest” Classification

This following tables illustrate the performance of all
feature spaces and all the classifiers in terms of overall
correctly classified frames in percent:

TABLE III: Classification performance for RF,SVM and DA
classifiers

GLCM3 GLCM3,4 GLCM3,4,5 LBP LBP1 LBP2
Random Forest 98.7 % 98.7% 98.7% 98.7% 97.1% 98.2%
Discriminant
Analysis 98.5% 98.6% 98.5% 98.5% 96.3% 96.9%

SVM 98.2% 98.3% 98.3% 98.4% 96.4% 97.1%

B. ”Motion Artifacts vs. Clean Frames” Classification

This section will address the classification between clean
frames and motion artifacts. Following table IV illustrates
the performance of binary classification between motion
artifacts and clean frames for all presented feature spaces
plus a combination of (GLCM & LBP) tested on Random
Forest(RF), Discriminant Analysis(DA) and Support Vector
Machine(SVM) classifiers. The result is interpreted in terms
of overall correctly classified frames in percent:

TABLE IV: Motion Artifact frame classification

GLCM
difference

LBP
difference

LBP1
difference

LBP2
difference

GLCM+LBP
difference

RF 95.9% 96.2% 95.6% 95.9% 96.3%
DA 96.1% 96.4% 95.8% 96.2% 96.5%
SVM 95.8% 96.1% 95.6% 96.0% 96.1%

Uninformative frames classification

Overall problem of detecting uninformative frames was
solved using 2 binary classifications. First classification
was treating clean frames class and motion artifact class as
one, testing it against noisy frames. The best result of such
classification was achieved using original LBP with 98.7%
correctly classified frames using Random Forest classifier.
This corresponded to 89.7% Sensitivity and 99.3%
Specificity.
Second classification task was used to distinguish between
motion artifacts class and clean frames class. This
classification was tested on the video, filtered of the frames
considered to be noisy by the first classifier. The best
performance was achieved using combination of GLCM
feature difference with original LBP feature difference
on Discriminant Analysis classifier. Such classification
resulted in 96.5% of frames being classified correctly. This
corresponded to 80% Sensitivity and 96% Specificity.

Overall performance of proposed approach

From the 5645 frames present in 9 OEM videos considered
in this study, 404 belonged to noisy frames class, 210
belonged to motion artifact class and 5031 belonged to clean

frames class. Our 2-step classification identified 4673 frames
to be of clean frames class, 148 frames to be of motion
artifact class and 358 frames to be of noisy frames class.
This corresponds to 93% of clean frames being correctly
classified and 82% of uninformative frames being correctly
classified. This leads to 84% Sensitivity and 92% Specificity
for the problem of identifying uninformative frames in OEM
videos.

The following figures illustrate the best classification ROC
curve for ”Noise vs. the rest” and ”Motion Artifacts vs. Clean
frames” classifications respectively:

(a) Noise vs. the rest (b) Mot. Art. vs. Clean frames

IV. DISCUSSION

Noisy frames and Motion Artifact classes detection

Our results show that identifying frames containing motion
artifacts isn’t as straight-forward as detecting noisy frames.
This happens due to several reasons. First, our approach
relies on the change in texture for identifying motion arti-
facts, therefore any 2 consecutive frames could be considered
as motion artifact with certain classifier threshold. Second,
inter-observer variability affects the performance of classi-
fier considerably: annotations from different clinicians have
somewhat clear threshold between clean and noisy frames
classes while motion artifacts frames have varying threshold
depending on the person’s interpretation of motion artifact
class. Thirdly, cells present in the videos make motion
artifact detection a very challenging task due to constant
movements in the observed scene.

Real data Sampling

After looking at the results for both feature spaces(GLCM,
LBP) it can be seen that the best classification rate
corresponds to the parameter of 3 pixels either between
co-occurring pixels or between central pixel of LBP and its
neighbors (see fig. 1). We assume that this happens due to
the nature of construction the endomicroscopy image using
interpolated values. In other words, the closer we sample
to pixels corresponding to fiber locations, the more precise
texture feature-set gets.



Custom LBP1 and LBP2

We proposed 2 alternative approaches to original LBP
which rely on using fiber locations. Both approaches showed
promising results in classification tasks of detecting noise and
detecting motion artifacts.
Both approaches had an aim of reducing the usage of
interpolated data in order to achieve better precision of
descriptor. In fact, Custom LBP1 relied solely on the pixels
corresponding to fiber locations, therefore avoiding the use
of any interpolated data. This brings us certainty in the use of
actual signal response, but introduces a couple of drawbacks:
• Firstly, since the number of neighbors considered for

each descriptor has to be fixed, the decision of using
6 neighbors was made, because they represent the vast
majority of connections between triangulation nodes.

• Even if the usage of interpolated data is completely
avoided, we introduce the uncertainty in the angle of
compared neighbors; Indeed all the fiber locations do
not form perfect hexagons with 60o angles between
neighbors, but stay rather close to that.

Custom LBP2 was more balanced towards using interpo-
lated data:
• The number of neighbors was set to 8, which corre-

sponded to the best configuration for original LBP.
• Due to majority of node neighbors in triangulation being

6, additional samples were taken to replace nonexistent
neighbors.

• Some uncertainty was introduced due to using interpo-
lated data.

As our results show, the latter approach of using 8 neighbors
and some of interpolated data tends to be more efficient for
texture feature extraction, therefore it is suggested for future
use.

Real time performance

One consideration to be noted is the computation time for
such feature extraction. Among GLCM, LBP and Custom
LBPs the fastest implementation up to date is the original
LBP optimized for Matlab environment.
However, the proposed algorithms have an advantage in
computational speed.
Indeed, the complexity of the proposed algorithms is the
same, taking into account that Delaunay triangulation could
be built prior to acquisition step just like the calculation of
the neighbor nodes locations and indices. The average image
size used for texture extraction in the proposed video-set is
360*360 = 129600 pixels in total to be compared, while
the number of used fibers in Custom LBP2 is around 24000.
This means that the number of comparisons made for Custom
LBP2 algorithm is just 19% of those made for original LBP,
while the overall performance differs from 98.7% to 98.2%
in first classification task and from 96.4% to 96.2% in second
one. Therefore, we suggest proposed algorithm LBP2 to be
used for noisy frames elimination.
Original LBP computational time for 500 frames video
takes 7.01 seconds ( Matlab2016 environment using 64-bit

Windows 10, 16 GB RAM, Intel Core i7-6700HQ processor).
This allows us to extract LBP features from images in real
time. Thus, our approach provides the method to discard
noisy frames in real time and post-process videos to exclude
motion artifacts in offline mode.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Texture features such as the ones derived from GLCM
matrix or LBP descriptors proved to be efficient in detecting
frames consisting of noise or motion artifacts. Proposed
algorithm is capable of detecting uninformative frames with
84% Sensitivity and 92% Specificity which proves to be a
decent result. Nevertheless, such performance is not satis-
factory for clinical use and could be improved by testing on
a bigger data-set with more effective mathematical model
of classification. Proposed Custom LBP descriptor performs
well on endomicroscopic images and could be used in the
future for more challenging applications of healthy frames
classification.

A. Noise vs. the rest classification

Proposed texture feature sets showed to be effective for
noise removal purposes. All the proposed algorithms were
successful in identifying noise in frame-sequences showing
very low classification uncertainty rate. Both GLCM feature
space and Original LBP feature space reached the precision
of 98.7% of correct classification.
However, the Original LBP descriptor with the radius RLBP
of 3 and number of neighbors Nnbrs of 8 was extracted faster
due to complexity of the approach.

B. Motion Artifacts vs. Clean frames classification

Throughout classification the favor was given towards
classifying as many clean frames as possible with the cost of
detecting fewer motion artifact frames. Performance of each
feature independently was somewhat acceptable, reaching
96.1% for GLCM feature difference, 96.4% for original
LBP difference, 95.8% for Custom LBP1, 96.2% for Custom
LBP2 and 96.5% for combination of GLCM features and
original LBP.
Although the best classification rate was achieved using both
LBP and GLCM difference features, it was not outperform-
ing original LBP or GLCM by far. Thus, we conclude that
proposed LBP and GLCM features encode somewhat the
same texture information. Hence, taking into account that
complexity of extracting GLCM features is greater than the
one of LBP descriptor, we suggest LBP features to be used
for uninformative frames removal.
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Uncertainty-based Online Mapping and Motion Planning
for Marine Robotics Guidance
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Abstract— In real-world robotics, path planning remains to
be an open challenge; not only robots are asked to move
through unexplored environments, but also the motion of robots
is constrained by their uncertain dynamics. To ensure path
feasibility and the robot safety, this work addresses those
constraints in an uncertainty-based online mapping-planning
framework which also meets computational constraints. The
framework is threefold: (1) the environment is represented
as a collection of local maps, for each of which the system
has a relative uncertainty so (2) the chances of colliding
with the environment can be probabilistically checked and
(3) the feasibility of the path is ensured by considering the
system’s kinodynamic constraints. The proposed framework is
evaluated with the Sparus II AUV, a torpedo-shaped vehicle
suffering from nonholonomic constraints. The results conducted
in simulated and real-world scenarios show the potential of the
method for planning under motion and probabilistic constraints
in uncertain environments while being suitable for systems with
limited computational power.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the exploration of marine environments
has been addressed with underwater vehicles. Their use
seeks not only to avoid exposing human lives in dangerous
conditions, but also to provide higher autonomy to perform
complex tasks for longer periods of time. However, before
those robots turn to be completely autonomous, there are
still some challenges to address, such as planning feasible
and secure paths in underwater environments where the prior
information of the environment is null.

To generate a path that is more likely to be feasible for a
vehicle, its manoeuvrability capabilities should be considered
by the planner. This idea is commonly referred to as planning
under kinodynamic (kinematic and dynamic) or as motion
planning [1]. At the same time, the system’s dynamics
usually suffer from uncertainties, which cause an increase
of the error associated with the state estimation. Thus, when
a system lacks a precise localisation system, considering
those uncertainties when planning a path is indispensable
for ensuring some minimum safety guarantees.

Some of the aforementioned difficulties have already been
studied in the robotics community, but current solutions do
not tackle all those challenges at the same time. Moreover,
some of the proposed algorithms require a prior knowledge
of the environment while some others are not suitable for
real-time applications. This paper proposes an incremental
mapping and planning framework to jointly address the chal-
lenge of planning a path under kinodynamic and probabilistic
constraints along real undiscovered environments. Results
demonstrate the suitability of the proposed framework for
real-world robotic applications.

II. RELATED WORK

Motion planning aims to find a set of feasible motions
according to the system’s control space (U-Space) = U which
lead to a collision-free path from a start to a goal state in
the state space (X-Space) = X , i.e. p : [0, T] → U-Space,
such that p(0) = zstart and p(T) = zgoal. The literature usually
addresses the motion planning problem with sampling-based
methods because they have clearly demonstrated to be a
versatile alternative; they not only efficiently explore high-
dimensional spaces, but also handle uncertain representations
of the system and partial and variant knowledge of the
environment. Because of that, this review of the state-of-
the-art focuses on works based on sampling strategies that
address any of the following challenges: motion constraints,
obstacle avoidance and/or online planning.

A. Motion constraints

One of the earliest works in motion planning was the
original rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) [2] algorithm.
In this case, a tree is expanded in the X-Space using
feasible control inputs, obtained from uniformly sampling
the U-Space. Nowadays, there can be found several RRT
variants. One of the most outstandings is the closed-loop
RRT (CL-RRT), which considers not only the vehicles mo-
tion model, but also the controllers dynamic behaviour [3].

Most of the systems under kinodynamic constraints have
a nonlinear mathematical model, for which there is not any
optimal RRT-based algorithm. Achieving optimal motions
remains to be a formidable challenge because a steering
function is required [2]. To overcome this lack of optimality,
there are different options: (i) to linearise the system [4],
(ii) to approximate the kinodynamic constraints by using
geometric solutions such as Dubins curves [5] and (iii) to
dodge the use of steering functions by using a shooting
approach such as in the stable sparse RRT (SST) [6].

B. State validity checker

A common approach for validating a state x is determining
if it belongs to the Xfree. To overcome the simplicity of this
strategy, other heuristics have been proposed, such as the so-
called clearance, which aims to maximise the distance to all
the obstacles with the shortcoming of being computationally
expensive [7]. Another approach contemplates a set of risk
zones around the state to evaluate its associated risk [8].

Those heuristics might not guarantee a high level of
robustness when dealing with uncertain systems and environ-
ments. In these cases, decision-making is usually conducted
in the belief space (B-Space) = B. For instance, the stochastic



motion roadmap (SMR) uses a roadmap representation of
the configuration space (C-Space) = C to finally set a
markov decision process (MDP) [9]. Alternatively, Pren-
tice et al. proposed the belief roadmap (BRM), a variant
of the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) which is evolved in
the B-Space [10]. Similarly, the feedback-based information
roadmap (FIRM) algorithm builds a tree in the B-Space,
where nodes are beliefs and edges are local controllers [11].
Blackmore et al. used linear chance constraints together
with disjunctive linear programming to efficiently perform
probabilistic convex obstacle avoidance [12], which later led
to the chance constrained RRT (CC-RRT) [13].

C. Online planning

Planning in unexplored environments requires simulta-
neously mapping the surroundings while planning feasible
motions. A common approach to address this challenge is
updating the exploration of the X-Space according to the
environment awareness. However, such approach involves
expensive pruning routines. An alternative is to endow the
planner with anytime computation capabilities, which means
that the planner can provide the best partial solution when
required [14]. This last approach was extended by Hernan-
dez et al., who considered using the last best-known solution
as a starting point for the next planning cycle [8].

The previous approaches require conducting state validity
checks several times. One alternative to partially deal with
this is the lazy collision checking strategy, initially used
with the PRM [15] and later extended in different robotic
systems. A similar approach is called opportunistic collision
checking which assumes that any state is valid if is located
in unexplored areas [8].

III. PLANNING UNDER MOTION AND
PROBABILISTIC CONTSTRAINTS

Mechanical systems generally suffer from limited manoeu-
vrability. An accurate mathematical representation of such
behaviour turns to be computationaly forbiden, for what
simplified models are preferred even though they introduce
uncertainty in the state estimation. In this section, motion
and probabilistic constraints of a nonholonomic system, i.e.
a car-like system, are addressed in a tree-based algorithm.

A. Tree-based methods for dealing with constraints

Tree-based methods were originally conceived to deal
with motion constraints [2]. As detailed in Algorithm 1,
these methods build a tree T of feasible (valid and doable)
states. To do so, a tree is rooted at zinit in the X-Space.
Then, an iterative procedure that includes a selection, a
propagation and a validation routine is done until the tree T
reaches the zgoal. The selection process starts by uniformly
sampling the X-Space to obtain zrand (line 3) which is used
to select the nearest state znear of the tree (line 4). In the
propagation routine, a feasible control input unew obtained
by uniformly sampling the U-Space (line 5) is applied to
dynamically evolve from znear to znew (line 6). Finally, the
validation is conducted; in the simplest case the states are

Algorithm 1: TREE EXPANSION(zinit, zgoal, X , U)

1 T = {V← {zinit}, E← ∅}
2 while not STOP CONDITION(zgoal, T ) do
3 zrand ← RANDOM STATE(X )
4 znear ← NEAREST NEIGHBOUR(zrand, V)

5 unew, Tprop ← RANDOM CONTROL(U)
6 znew ← PROPAGATE(znear, unew, Tprop)

7 if VALID(znear → znew) then
8 V← V ∪ {znew}
9 E← E ∪ {unew}

10 return T (V, E)

only geometrically verified, in more elaborated approaches,
such as the proposed in this work, the state must meet motion
and probabilistic constraints. If the motion znear → znew is
valid, znew and unew are added to the tree (line 7).

Obtaining the control inputs from the U-Space does not
guarantee that the tree is expanded towards zrand. To over-
come this issue, this work directs the growth of the tree
towards the random samples using the system’s closed-loop
model, the uncertainty of which is used to determine the
validity of a state. Once both constraints are integrated in
Algorithm 1, the edges of the tree are guaranteed to be
feasible for the modelled system, while only those nodes
involving a motion with minimum safety guarantees are
finally included in the tree (Fig. 1).

B. Nonholonomic system

Underactuated systems, i.e. vehicles which have a lower
number of actuators than degree of freedoms (DoFs), typi-
cally suffer from nonholonomic constraints. This is usually
expressed as ṡ = f(s)+g(s)u, where the state s ∈ Rns ⊂ X and
the control u ∈ Rnu ⊂ U . When this model is characterised
for a car-like system that (i) its kinematics can be initially
approximated to a driftless robotic system, i.e. f(s) ≡ 0 and
(ii) operates in a 2D workspace, i.e. W = R2, the kinematic

Fig. 1: Tree under motion and probabilistic constraints.



model of the system is given by:

ẋ = v cos(θ),
ẏ = v sin(θ),

θ̇ = ω,

(1)

where the system state s = [x, y, θ] ∈ C = SE(2) = R2×S1,
and the control input u = [v, ω] ∈ U = R2. There, [x, y]
correspond to the Cartesian coordinates of the system with
respect to its reference frame, θ is its orientation, v is the
forward velocity and ω is the turning rate.

1) Dynamic feedback linearisation: Linearisation of a
nonlinear model is required to control a system in closed-
loop. In order to achieve a smooth response in a multi-
working point car-like system, this work considers a dynamic
feedback linearisation controller. In short, this method adjusts
the control u of the open-loop system defined in Eq. 1
according to a new control input w ∈ Rnw ⊂ U and the full
system state, i.e. not only the state information in s but some
extra ξ ∈ Rnξ ⊂ X . For the modelled system, De Luca et al.
defined such controller to be:

ξ̇ = cos(θ)w1 + sin(θ)w2,

ω =
–1
ξ

sin(θ)w1 +
1
ξ

cos(θ)w2,
(2)

where ξ = v and w = [ẍ, ÿ]. This controller makes the
system linear ż = Az + Bw, with z ∈ Rnz ⊂ X , A ∈ Rnz×nz ,
and B ∈ Rnz×nw , under the state transformation z = T(s, ξ):

z1
z2
z3
z4

 =


s1

ξ cos s3
s2
ξ sin s3

 =


x
ẋ
y
ẏ

 . (3)

Finally, the linearised system is explicitly described as:
ẋ
ẍ
ẏ
ÿ

 =


0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0




x
ẋ
y
ẏ

 +


0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1

[ẍ
ÿ

]
. (4)

2) Towards system controllability: After linearising the
system, a proportional derivative (PD) controller is set to
determine the input w which makes the system evolve from
an initial state z to a desired state r = [xr, ẋr, yr, ẏr], being
r ∈ Rnr ⊂ X with nr = nz. Such controlle has the form:

w1 = kpx
(xr – x) + kdx (ẋr – ẋ),

w2 = kpy
(yr – y) + kdy (ẏr – ẏ),

(5)

where kpi
and kdi are the proportional and derivative gains,

respectively, for the x-axis and the y-axis. The controlled
system can be now linearly formulated as ż = Cz + Dr where
C = A – BK ∈ Rnz×nz , D = BK ∈ Rnz×nw , and the matrix K
contains the gains for the PD controller in the form:

K =
[

kpx
kdx 0 0

0 0 kpy
kdy

]
. (6)

3) Correcting the driftless system assumption: The drift-
less motion model initially stated does not contribute in
coping with probabilistic constraints. To address this issue,
a component of white Gaussian noise N (0, Pnt ) is added
in the previous model to approximate (i) the original noise
of the system, (ii) discrepancies in the linearisation, (iii)
inaccuracies of the controller, and/or (iv) the discretisation
error. Then, the model becomes described in the B-Space,
i.e. an uncertain X-Space, so the mean and the uncertainty
of the system’s belief bt ∼ N (zt, Pzt ) ∈ B-Space can be
independently propagated as:

zt+1 = Cdzt + Ddrt ∀ t ∈ Z0,N–1,

Pzt+1 = CdPztC
T
d + Pnt ∀ t ∈ Z0,N–1,

(7)

where Cd and Dd are the discretised versions of C and D,
respectively, for a time-step ΔT.

IV. PLANNING UNDER ENVIRONMENT
UNCERTAINTY

A planner that includes both kinodynamic and probabilis-
tic constraints seeks to establish some minimum safety guar-
antees on the calculated path. However, systems usually have
an uncertain environment awareness. This section extends the
previous tree-based method to include the uncertainty of the
surroundings when checking the probability of collision.

A. Environment awareness

Removing outliers and probabilistically fuse different
sources of information is indispensable to build a reliable
volumetric grid-based map representation of the environ-
ment. In this map, estimating the free and occupied space
as well as the occluded zones is of interest. In order to
distinguish those parts of the environment, their voxels are
assigned with a particular probability of being occupied;
pfree = 0, poccluded = 0.5 and poccupied = 1.

Such design of the environment awareness is because (i)
not including the unknown space, i.e. setting pfree = 0,
speeds up later computations, (ii) giving some weight to the
occluded space let us consider zones that are likely to be
occupied, and (iii) rounding the poccupied coming from the
sensor fusion process up guarantees steady calculations.

Fig. 2: Relative uncertainty and collision checking among
different local maps.



B. Relative uncertainty with local maps

Since obtaining a consistent representation of the entire
environment goes beyond the scope of this work, the pre-
sented approach represents the environment by a sequence
of independent local stochastic maps [16]. As depicted in
Fig. 2, as the robot moves, different local maps are created
to keep each portion of the map with bounded uncertainty.
Thus, because of the imprecise modelling of the dynamics,
as the system moves, more uncertain the location of each
LMi is with respect to the local frame.

When computing the probability of a belief (node) b
colliding with a specific LMi, two sources of uncertainty
have to be considered: (i) the motion uncertainty accounting
for the evolution of the uncertainty from the system’s actual
position to b along the tree and (ii) the environment uncer-
tainty which refers to the evolution of the uncertainty from
LMi to LMn going through LMj, where j = i, ..., n.

C. Collision checking

To guarantee a minimum probability of being safe psafe,
the probability of a state b colliding with any obstacle in
the map (composed by many LM) has to be bellow ΔP ≡
1 – psafe, indicated as:

ΔP >

n∑
i=1

pcollision(b, LMi). (8)

To operate pcollision(b, LMi), the formulation proposed
in [12] and in [13] turns to be computationally forbidden
because all the obstacles in each LM must be independently
convexified. To overcome this issue and leveraging the dis-
crete representation of the environment, this work builds a
kernel for each LMi that emulates N (0, P), being P the
combination of the motion and environment uncertainties
(Fig. 2). Then, pcollision(b, LMi) is an element-by-element
multiplication between the kernel’s values centered at the
mean of b and the voxels in LMi. To speed up this process,
(i) the kernel is bounded at 3.03σ and (ii) an opportunistic
collision checking policy is adopted [8].

V. FRAMEWORK

To efficiently plan paths in undiscovered environments
under motion and probabilistic constraints, the methods
developed in Section III and Section IV are jointly consid-
ered in the robot operating system (ROS)-based framework
presented in Figure 3 which, at the same time, includes a
high-level trajectory tracking algorithm to guide the robot
through the calculated path.

Such framework is composed of three main stages: map-
ping, motion planning and path tracking. The execution of
those modules in the pipeline of framework is coordinated
by a manager, which iterates as follows until the goal is
not achieved: (1) an update of the environment awareness
is asked to the mapping module so, according to the new
map (2) the path in execution, if any, can be probabilistically
checked for collision and (3) a new solution path to the goal
can be checked from the system’s actual position. Then, (4) if

Sensor	fusion
Octomap

Framework
manager

Perception	
sensors

Low-level	
controller

Incremental	
mapping

Trajectory	
tracking

Motion	
planner

Fig. 3: Framework for incrementally mapping and planning
under motion and uncertainty constraints.

the new path is better than the one in execution, the trajectory
tracking algorithm is updated with the new desired path. The
new path is considered to be better if it (a) has a lower cost
than the path in execution when this is still valid or (b) goes
near the invalidated path in execution.

A. Environment representation

To represent the environment accordingly to the specifica-
tions stated in Section IV-A, a twofold strategy is considered.
First, sensor fusion in each LMi is efficiently addressed
with the OctoMap [17] framework. Secondly, an extra layer
leverages the information provided by OctoMap to (i) de-
termine the free and occupied space, and (ii) expand the
environment awareness with those occluded regions being at
the maximum distance (sensor’s range) from the robot.

The upper layer also manages the creation and relation of
the local maps. It checks the evolution of the system’s uncer-
tainty to decide if keep performing sensor fusion leads to a
consistent LM. As soon as the relative system’s uncertainty
with the current LM surpasses a predefined value, the upper
layer sets a new LM, the reference frame of which is the
vehicle’s state at the end of the previous LM.

B. Motion planner

Sampling-based methods need a steering function to find
optimal paths. However, many systems operating under kin-
odynamic constraints do not have such a function. This
requirement was dodged by Li et al. when they proposed the
SST, an asymptotically near-optimal planer [6]. Such algo-
rithm is a sampling-based method that uses a tree expansion
methodology similar to the one explained in Section III-
A but with a particular selection procedure called forward
propagation. This consists of choosing the node in a local
neighbourhood with the lowest cost from the root.

In this work, further modifications are done in the SST.
Once determined the node with the lowest cost, the propaga-
tion routine is conducted with the closed-loop system devel-
oped in Section III to ensure path feasibility and growing the
T towards the random samples. Then, the method developed
in Section IV is integrated into the validation routine to
probabilistically guarantee a minimum level of safety.



C. Path tracking controller

Once a path to the goal has been found, the robot must try
to follow it precisely in order to keep its feasibility and safety
properties. To do so, the closed-loop model presented in
Section III has been used altogether with some features of the
line-of-sight (LoS) algorithm [18]. The proposed controller
iterates until the end of the path pn is achieved. At each
iteration, the system’s current status z is the centre of a
circle with radius R. This circle intersects the path at two
points, from which the one closest to the end of the path
is selected as lookahead or reference r. Then, the controller
inputs correspond to z and r in order to address the geometric
and dynamic tasks involved in any manoeuvring problem, i.e.
driving the system to r with a specific velocity. Finally, the
trajectory tracking controller’s outputs [v, θ̇] are sent to the
vehicle’s low-level controller.

VI. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The proposed framework has been integrated with the
architecture of the nonholonomic vehicle Sparus II AUV
(Figure 4), a torpedo-shaped vehicle with hovering capabili-
ties rated for depths up to 200m [19]. Such a robot has been
equipped with a mechanical scanned imaging sonar (MSIS)
to perceive the simulated and real-world scenarios where the
trials have been performed. Synthetic environments are used
to test the proposed probabilistic collision checker, while
the latest to show the suitability and performance of the
framework in real-world robotics.

Fig. 4: Sparus II AUV.

A. Collision checking

The performance of a planning algorithm can be lessened
for an inefficient collision checking method. To compare
the performance, i.e. trade-off between exploration of the
B-Space and computation time, of the proposed method with
the most relevant methods in the state-of-the-art, two exper-
iments have been conducted. The map exploration has been
evaluated with the acceptance rate of 3000 states uniformly
sampled over the B-Space when fixing psafe = 0.5 and psafe =
0.95. Regarding the computation time, the three methods
have been executed 10 times each in a known environment.
From each trial, 12, 000 free and 12, 000 occupied samples
have been considered to report the statistics.

Results in Table I demonstrate that the most exhaustively
the B-Space is checked, the more time is needed. This
suggest that the trade-off between exploration and com-
putation time depends on the type of environment; being
conservationist in narrow passages shrinks the Bfree, thus

TABLE I: Trade-off between accepted samples out of 3000
and computation time to accept and reject a state.

Accepted samples Average time [ms]
0.50 0.95 Accept Reject

Blackmore et al. [12] 1752 608 0.052 0.034
Luders et al. [13] 2230 922 0.093 0.063
This work 2342 1204 0.169 0.076

limiting the chances to find a path to the goal. Because of
that, spending more time to exhaustively explore the B-Space
is benefitial when dealing with unknown environments.

B. Controller tunning

Experiments in the harbour of Sant Feliu de Guı́xols
(Catalonia, Spain) have been conducted to tune and evaluate
the proposed trajectory tracking controller. As illustrated in
Figure 6, the robot is asked to follow a challenging but
feasible path of 126.3 metres (red) so its behaviour (blue) can
be used to empirically adjust the parameters of the controller.
The maximum allowed velocity is set to 0.35 m/s.

Fig. 5: Behaviour of the trajectory tracking algorithm in the
Sparus II AUV.

Figure 6 depicts that (i) the controller makes the system
converge to the desired path despite the robot is not placed
in path’s starting position, and (ii) the maximum error
committed during the survey is of 0.41 metres. These results
prove the clear advantage of the proposed method, which
completely exploits the dynamic range of the system, instead
of geometrical approaches such as Dubins curves [5].

C. Undiscovered environment

After conducting many trials in simulated environments,
the framework has been tested in a breakwater structure
located in Sant Feliu de Guı́xols (Catalonia, Spain). In this
trial, the robot is asked to solve a start-to-goal-query to
reach a goal located on the opposite side of the breakwater
structure, what can only be achieved by going through
one of the many narrow passages (note that describing the
environment is just to orient the reader, because the robot
has not any prior information of the map). This survey is
conducted at 1.5 metres, maximum velocity of 0.35 m/s and
mapping with 0.5 metres resolution. The desired minimum
probability of safety at each state is set to psafe = 0.9.



(a) Sparus II during the survey

(b) Path found through the breakwater structure

Fig. 6: Experiment in a real breakwater structure.

Even though the narrow corridors and the existence of
many non-modelled perturbances in the environment, such
as waves, currents and particles in suspension, among oth-
ers, the robot succesfully conducted such mission 5 times.
Fig. 6a depicts Sparus II in the real-world trials and Fig. 6b
shows the path executed for achieving the goal through the
breakwater structure after 34 replannings from the starting
point. The executed trajectory has a length of 57.9 metres
and has been accomplished in 3′07′′

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a novel framework which ad-

dresses the path planning problem in uncertain environments
at the same time of meeting kinodynamic and probabilistic
constraints. Such approach is threefold: (i) the incremental
knowledge of the environment is represented as a collection
of local maps, so (ii) the SST algorithm endowed with
anytime capabilities returns a near-optimal path which meets
both motion and probabilistic constraints, and finally, (iii)
the trajectory tracking algorithm drives the system over the
calculated path. The framework has been integrated into
the Sparus II AUV and evaluated in simulated and real-
world scenarios. Results demonstrate the suitability of the
framework to deal with real robotics constraints at the same
time of exploring undiscovered environments.

The current framework could be enhanced in many as-
pects. To obtain a denser tree in narrow scenarios, the

replanning period and the sampling strategy should be auto-
matically adjusted according to the characteristics of the in-
cremental environment awareness. This improvement would
also help to get the correctness property on the framework.
Finally, leveraging that the planner is an asymptotically
nearly-optimal algorithm, the authors strongly believe that
with some effort the whole framework could also achieve
optimality capabilities.
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Texture Decomposition and Filtering Techniques

Duncan Sommer

Fig. 1: Structure/texture decomposition. From left to right: input image, smoothed structure layer, and textural details.

Abstract— Decomposing images into structure and texture
layers is a powerful tool for image processing, since many
applications must remove the texture or edit it separately. In
this paper, existing texture filtering algorithms are reviewed
and compared with new techniques. Inspired by developments
in edge detection, we propose an adaptive filter to smooth
pixels based on their distance to a significant edge. Non-
convex regularizers have been studied before, but this project
analyzed them in combination with weighted total variation and
curvature smoothing. Both methods perform well on a variety
of test cases, and are shown to be effective for image editing
and denoising applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most natural images contain textured objects, which can
appear indoors and outdoors in a wide variety of situations.
These textures contain a high density of pixel variation,
although their patterns can be repetitive or noisy. Although
textures are easy for humans to understand and offer some
insight about the surface, processing these detail-rich areas is
difficult for computers. Luckily, most significant information
is contained in the large shapes and colors which delineate
objects in an image. Structure/texture decomposition at-
tempts to remove surface textures while affecting the overall
image appearance as little as possible.

Once textures are removed from an image, they can
easily be added back later. The smoothed structure layer can
be used in segmentation, compression, or defect detection
algorithms since it contains only large, flat regions. Texture
filtering is also useful for photo editing applications such as
detail enhancement or texture replacement, as it gives the
user more leeway to change the appearance of structures
or details separately without affecting the other. Nearly all
edge-preserving filters include a smoothing parameter, which
allows the user to control the amount of details removed.

Duncan Sommer is a MSc candidate in the VIBOT program at Heriot-
Watt University, Universitat de Girona, and Université de Bourgogne.
duncsommer@gmail.com

This paper examines existing texture filtering methods and
proposes a new technique leveraging edge detection. We also
examine non-convex regularizers in a total variation frame-
work implemented using the alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM). Both of these improve upon the state
of the art in some situations, and are useful for many of the
applications mentioned above. Two applications for texture
separation demonstrate that editing beneath the texture layer
creates realistic images and that non-convex regularizers are
firmly robust to noise.

II. BACKGROUND

Texture decomposition is a category of edge-preserving
smoothing, a classic problem in image processing. The
bilateral filter [15] is simple and effective, and was a popular
choice for years. Later, total variation (TV) regularization
gained widespread recognition [13] and was extended by
many other authors [17], [2], [3]. Farbman et al. demon-
strated an efficient linear system for scale filtering using
the weighted least squares framework [7]. Recent major
improvements to TV regularization include relative TV [17],
weighting schemes with global active contours [2], and
hybrid static/dynamic guidance [8]. More unique approaches,
such as min-max envelopes [14] and the rolling guidance
filter [19] have also played important roles in texture de-
composition research.

Xu et al. [16] modified the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi TV-L2
model [13] to better distinguish structure and texture patches.
The total variation D is normalized by a new term L , called
the “inherent variation.”

arg min
S

∑
(S − I)2 + λ(

D

L + ε
) (1)

L (p) = |
∑

q∈R(p)

gq,p · (∂S)q| (2)



I and S denote the original and result images, respectively.
Parameter λ controls the degree of smoothing, while ε avoids
division by 0. p is a pixel location, q is a neighbor pixel
within the rectangular window R, and gq,p is a Gaussian
spatial weighting function. RTV improves the ROF model,
but still has issues including contrast reduction, staircasing,
and corner rounding.

Scale-based filtering was recently studied by Zhang et
al. [19], and their approach is good enough to be seriously
considered for texture applications. The main contribution of
their rolling guidance filter (RGF) is edge reconstruction after
rough Gaussian smoothing. The RGF is remarkable for its
speed, since it only applies a joint bilateral filter iteratively.
Its main drawback is that it is explicitly a scale filter, which
may not always work well for perceived textures.

J t+1(p) =
∑

q∈N(p)

I(q)

Kp
exp(−‖p− q‖

2

2σ2
s

−‖J
t(p)− J t(q)‖2

2σ2
r

)

(3)
Here J t is the t-th iteration, p and q are specific pixels, K
is a normalizing factor, and σs and σr are spatial and range
weights. The key innovation is that the joint bilateral filter
uses the previous iteration as a guidance image to reconstruct
image edges. The scale of remaining features is chosen by the
degree of Gaussian smoothing applied to the initial image,
and setting this version as J0.

Ham et al. synthesized a robust decomposition method
with mathematical links to anisotropic diffusion and appli-
cations to sensor fusion [8]. Their core idea is to combine
aspects of both static and dynamic filtering in the so-called
SD filter. The advantage of static filtering is the additional
information contained in images from other sensors or
the gradient plane. Meanwhile, RGF and other dynamic
techniques have proven invaluable for reconstructing over-
smoothed edges.

The SD filter attempts to provide a unified framework with
a non-convex regularizer. This requires the more complex
majorization-minimization algorithm, which incurs a higher
computational cost. However, the results and robustness of
the SD filter are impressive. It can be adjusted to accomplish
scale-space or texture filtering, and simplifies to become the
joint bilateral filter, anisotropic diffusion, WLS, or RGF.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Adaptive Filtering

Inspired by [9], this experiment followed the idea of
smoothing based on the distance to a significant edge. In that
paper, the authors estimate the distance to the closest edge
using a modified version of relative total variation [17]. Then,
the input is smoothed using Gaussians with sizes determined
using the distance estimate. Finally, the smoothed image is
used as guidance for a joint bilateral filter, which may be
applied iteratively if it further improves the results.

Yang et al. examined the use of a state-of-the-art edge
detector as a tool in structure/texture decomposition [18].
Their chosen edge detector [6] uses structured random forests

to ignore texture edge artifacts, and is trained ahead of time
to speed up computation.

We propose using edge detection as a distance metric to
adaptively smooth the guidance image. For this experiment,
the random forests detector is used to estimate each pixel’s
distance from important features. The edge confidence image
is thresholded to create a binary edge map. Then, the
brushfire algorithm [5] is applied to quickly estimate the
distance of each pixel from an edge.

Fig. 3: Thresholded edge
confidence.

Fig. 4: Brushfire algorithm
for distance estimation.

Next, each pixel is smoothed by a Gaussian with size
corresponding to the approximated distance from a structure
edge. Setting the distance as two standard deviations effec-
tively mixes colors within flat regions without edge blurring,
and an upper limit allows the user to select the largest size
of textures that should be removed.

Gσ(x, y) ∝ exp(
x2 + y2

2σ2
), (4)

σ = min(
Dedge

2
, σmax) (5)

Another variation of this technique was tested in which
the edge distance was selected based on the edge confidence
itself. Although the confidence is not an indicator of nearby
edges, the output of the chosen detector generally provides
a margin of error for edge localization.

Fig. 5: Edge distance determines the degree of smoothing.
Circle sizes represent the size of Gaussian applied to each
pixel.



B. Non-Convex Regularizers

Another popular method for structure/texture separation is
to modify the objective function with weights or a variety of
non-convex regularizers. The addition of a weight into the
standard ROF model allows more influence on exactly how
smoothing will be performed as well as the mathematical
definition of structure. Bresson et al. used weighted total
variation (WTV) to unify the classical ROF model with the
global active contour/snake model to produce texture-robust
segmentation results [2].

Several other authors ( [1], [11]) have studied the use of
the level-set curvature for edge-preserving smoothing. The
curvature k is defined for an image f(x) as

k[f ](x) = div(∇f/|∇f |), (6)

where ∇ is the gradient operator and div is the divergence.
Belyaev suggests dealing with the curvature rather than the
image itself, and reconstructing the result using the smoothed
curvature [1]. This idea can be included in our technique
by adding a term for the smoothed curvature during TV
regularization.

Based on these previous works, we implemented a
weighted total variation model for texture suppression. Both
L1 and L2 norms were examined using each regularizer.
Simple gradient descent flow as well as the alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) implementations
were tested.

Generally the L2 norm is used more commonly than L1,
because it usually offers better results and parameters are eas-
ier to optimize. Each reacts differently to various situations
and regularizers. Because of this, it is important to test each
alongside new terms in the objective function to find the ideal
combination. Luckily, ADMM implementations are available
which can handle the both L1 and L2 norms effectively [4].
Indeed, gradient descent proved to be dramatically slower
than ADMM and caused severe artifacts in results for some
test cases. See Figure 6 for an example of this effect, which
is the reason gradient descent was not pursued further.

Fig. 6: Absolute difference between gradient descent with
100 steps and ADMM for TV-L1 minimization. Too few
steps actually creates textures on otherwise flat surfaces, but
increasing the number of iterations reduces this effect.

In the 2011 paper by Chan et al., very efficient methods
were proposed to apply ADMM to TV deconvolution. Since
source code is available online, this implementation was the
basis for our experiments. Although their formulation does
not account for unusual regularizers, a global minimum will
almost always still be found. Indeed, no terms we tested
prevented TV deconvolution from successful removal of
texture in our test cases.

Two non-convex regularizers were examined. Nikolova
et al. were some of the first authors to implement fast
optimization for non-convex regularizers [10] and suggested
several good options. The two regularizers we tested are
defined in Equation 7. α is a user parameter (here we set
α = 3) and R2 is simply Lp norm of the gradient magnitude.

R1(u) =
α|∇u|

1 + α|∇u|
R2(u) = |∇u|p (7)

Fig. 7: Non-convex regularizers R1 and R2.

IV. RESULTS
A. Adaptive Filtering

Fig. 8: Comparison of the adaptive filter with similar itera-
tive, dynamic guidance methods. Accurate edge detection of
the hairline translates into excellent results for the proposed
algorithm.



Fig. 9: Two ways to incorporate edge detection into the
proposed method. Directly using the edge confidence to
select the degree of smoothing works better than thresholding
in most cases. However, both are still vulnerable to blurring
edges that are missed by the detector.

B. Non-convex Regularizers

After testing various combinations, our best results for
were achieved with R1 in the TV-L2 formulation. Parameter
α is too sensitive to be used as a smoothing control, but
R1 offers good results using λ instead. R2 had overall lower
quality results than R1, but still improved upon normal TV
in most situations. Adjusting p for the Lp norm proved to be
an effective way to control the degree of smoothing, and can
be used alongside or as a substitute for λ. R2 is best used
with the L1 norm, as L2 caused more loss of contrast and
required finer parameter tuning.

Fig. 10: Non-convex regularization term R2 applied with the
L1 norm. Since R2 is an approximation of the Lp norm, the
degree of smoothing can be chosen by adjusting p between
0.5 and 1.0. For this experiment λ = 5 was held constant.

V. APPLICATIONS

A. Image Editing

Many authors have addressed the problem of interpolation
for image insertion, including Perez et al. [12]. In that
paper, the authors use the Poisson equation to fill in an
unknown region using the Laplacian of a source function
over that domain. Dirichlet boundary conditions are typically
used so that the interpolated region fits seamlessly into its
destination:

min
f

∫∫
Ω

|∇f − v|2 with f |∂Ω = f∗|∂Ω (8)

Here, f is the interpolant to be calculated, Ω is the region to
be replaced, ∇ is the gradient operator, and v is a guidance
field (usually from the source image). Essentially, this objec-
tive function attempts to make the gradient within the region
as close to the guidance field as possible while maintaining
the integrity of the surrounding region. The authors also
propose methods for mixing source and destination gradients
for objects with holes or textures.



Fig. 11: Comparison with the state of the art on the classic “Barbara” image. Adaptive smoothing suffers severely due
to many misdetected edges. WLS cannot fully smooth low-contrast textures without blurring important edges. However,
non-convex TV-L1 optimization with R2 demonstrates great results which are competitive with the RTV and SD filters. Best
viewed full size and in color.



Leveraging texture removal before using image editing
techniques allows for more photo-realistic results. Even when
the source gradient is mixed with that of the destination,
textures can interfere with the appearance of the inserted
features. A more intuitive approach is to remove the texture
entirely during the editing process and replace it at the end
for a consistent surface. This process was implemented in
MATLAB using the publicly available code from Perez et
al. [12] and our TV-R1 non-convex regularization for texture
removal.

Fig. 12: A modern comic strip character added to a piece
of tile artwork. R1 regularization helps create an accurate
structure/texture decomposition so that texture gradients do
not interfere with Poisson insertion.

B. Denoising

As is the case with many edge-preserving filters, texture
removal can also be used to remove noise. Noise can be
considered as extremely fine-scale texture, so applying a
texture filter with a small degree of smoothing or a small
scale parameter effectively reduces blurring and additive
noise. The ROF model is the most famous example of
this technique, and their TV-L1 formulation is a denoising
algorithm in its own right.

In this section, we demonstrate the power of non-convex
regularization for noise removal. Particularly for salt-and-
pepper noise, non-convex regularizers offer a significant im-
provement over standard TV at the cost of slightly increased
computation time. The two methods were tested using the
ADMM implementation from [4] on several color and black-
and-white images with the L1 norm.

Fig. 13: Noise removal for an image corrupted with Gaussian
blur (σ = 2) and 30% salt-and-pepper pixels. Our non-
convex regularizer removes more impulse noise than total
variation, particularly in complex regions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Textures appear everywhere in natural and artificial envi-
ronments, and dealing with them is an challenging problem
in image processing. Currently, there are many approaches
which offer good structure/texture decompositions, but very
few balance quality, speed, and robustness well. This paper
compared existing techniques with non-convex regularization
and proposed adaptive filtering, attempting to take advantage
of state of the art edge detection. The techniques worked
well; though slower than RGF and RTV, they also outper-
formed on some test cases.

In the future, we would like to find a more efficient for-
mulation to incorporate edge detection into structure texture
decomposition. Although non-convex regularization has been
studied before, it seems that more research should be done on
combining various weights and regularizers to find optimal
solutions. Finally, nearly all the decompositions surveyed
required at least two user parameters. Since one of the main
applications is image editing, automatic parameter selection
or image fusion usng multiple sets of parameters would be
a powerful tool.
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Compressive 3D Scene Reconstruction Using
Single-Photon Multi-spectral LIDAR

Rodrigo C. Daudt

Abstract— Recent advances in single-photon detection
technology led to the development of single-photon light
detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems. With the ability
to accurately count the detected photons, these systems
allow for a more precise decoding of these signals to
obtain reflectivity images and depth maps. With this
capabilities, these systems can be pushed much further
than other LIDAR systems with respect to low photon
counts, but when these photon counts get extremely low
more elaborate techniques are required to accurately
decode these signals. In this work, convex optimization
decoding methods for single-band and multi-spectral
single-photon LIDAR systems are presented by proposing
improvements on the state-of-the-art in single-photon
LIDAR decoding. This is done by using physically accu-
rate Poissonian measurement models for single-photon
detections and by imposing low-rank priors to correlate
different bands. The usage of compressive sampling
is also explored as a way to optimize the acquisition
strategy of scanning LIDAR systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) systems
consist of imaging equipment capable of capturing
reflectivity and depth information simultaneously. It
does so by emitting streams of photons from laser
sources for each pixel and building a histogram of the
reflected light pulse over time. The intensity of the
observed response is proportional to the reflectivity of
the object being imaged at that point, and the depth is
associated with the delay of the impulse response [1].
LIDAR systems can work by scanning the image pixel
by pixel or by ceasuring all the pixels simultaneously.
In this work, the considered LIDAR systems works by
scanning the pixels in the image one at a time.

Advances in single-photon detection technology us-
ing single-photon avalanche diodes (SPAD) enabled
single-photon LIDAR systems with enhanced pho-
ton timing and thus ranging capability, which allows
3D scenes analysis with shorter acquisition times
and lower power consumption. These single-photon
LIDAR systems usually have higher resolution and
require a smaller light flux than other LIDAR systems.
However, decoding LIDAR signals with extremely few
photons per pixel is challenging. Decoding a LIDAR
signal consists of extracting depth and reflectivity
information for each of the imaged pixels.

The applications of LIDAR systems are vast. Its use
is widespread in fields such as geographical informa-
tion systems (GIS) [2], [3], underwater imaging [4], [5]
and forest monitoring [6]–[8], enabling fast and accu-
rate surveying of large areas. More recently, LIDAR

has been adopted by the autonomous driving industry
as a complement to the collections of cameras and
sensors present in modern autonomous vehicles [9].

When decoding single-photon LIDAR data, the stan-
dard assumption of additive Gaussian noise that is
commonly used in imaging problems is no longer
adequate. The discrete nature of the photon detections
when building the detection histograms for each pixel
is more accurately modelled by Poissonian statistics.

Some LIDAR systems, named multi-spectral LI-
DAR, are able to work with different light wave-
lengths. By repeating the acquisition process using
a range of light wavelengths, this system is able to
obtain reflectivity information for each wavelength.
The multi-spectral response intensity information may
be used, for example, for classifying the observed
material at a given pixel, which is very useful in
applications such as remote sensing.

This work aims to propose convex optimiza-
tion methods for decoding single- and multi-spectral
single-photon LIDAR data as accurately as possible for
cases where the photon per pixel count is extremely
low using convex optimization. The second objective
of this work is to explore the impact of pixel sub-
sampling and compressive sensing reconstruction to
the aforementioned LIDAR systems. Given that the
considered LIDAR system consists of a single laser
emitter/receiver that scans the scene, and that we have
full control over its behaviour, the idea of sampling
fewer pixels with higher quality (i.e. longer acquisition
time) is explored in this work.

Section II contains a review of the state-of-the-
art methods in single-photon multi-spectral LIDAR
decoding technology, relevant convex optimization
methods, and a quick review of compressive sensing
theory. Section III details the proposed method for
decoding single-photon LIDAR. Section IV discusses
experimental results that evaluate the algorithms pro-
posed in Section III. Section V concludes this work
by summarising the main findings from the previous
section and possible improvements in future work.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Single-photon LIDAR

LIDAR systems work by emitting a light pulse
(from a laser or LED) in a given direction (pixel) and
building a histogram of the response over time. In case
there is an object in the range and field of view of the
LIDAR system, the measured response should have



a peak which depends on the position of the imaged
object, on its reflectivity for the light’s wavelength and
on the angle between the emitted laser pulse and the
object’s surface at that point.

LIDAR decoding uses calibration data that is ob-
tained by imaging an object with a known reflectivity
and at a known position. This calibration data contains
the shape and intensity of the impulse response for
that material, and can be used to calculate the depth
and reflectivity in newly acquired data by comparing
the magnitude and the delay of the impulse responses.
In a real world environment, it is common to have
other sources of light present in the scene other than
the LIDAR laser emitter,which is called baseline re-
sponse. The baseline make the decoding of the signal
harder, given that baseline photon counts contain no
information about either reflectivity or depth.

Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of the ob-
served photon counts. Figure 1a contains the impulse
response that was obtained during the calibration pro-
cess in a controlled environment. Figure 1b illustrates
a possible composition for the response of a given
pixel: main impulse response from the object covering
most of the area of the pixel, secondary response
from an object covering a small area of the pixel,
and baseline response constant over time. These three
components are combined into a single expectation
of number of observed photons, which is depicted in
Fig. 1c. Figure 1d shows the actual observed photon
count, which follows a Poisson distribution with the
expectation shown in Fig. 1c for each bin of the
histogram.

Ideally, the decoding process will be able to use
the calibration data to infer the information present in
Fig. 1b from the observed photon count in Fig. 1d,
which is the only data available for that pixel. When
the photon count is very low, decoding the data accu-
rately becomes more and more challenging, as can be
seen in Fig. 1e. Low photon counts may happen due
to low laser power or fast acquisition times.

Shin et al. proposed a decoding technique in [10],
[11] for decoding single-photon LIDAR signals. It
assumes a baseline noise that is ergodic for all the
measured pixels and that this baseline noise is known
before the acquisition and decoding of the signal.
Despite these assumptions, this method is able to
achieve good results for extremely low photon counts.
This is achieved by correlating the pixels spatially
using total variation (TV) regularisation during the
decoding process. This method also assumes a known
analytic form for the impulse response, and uses this
knowledge to model depth estimation as a convex
estimation problem. This assumption can be restrictive,
as in the case for multi-spectral LIDAR the shape of
the impulse responses may vary significantly and mod-
elling it as a log-concave function does not adequately
model impulse responses in different wavelengths.

The decoding method proposed in this work uses

this method as a starting point, given its efficiency
in the case of low photon counts, and the proposed
convex optimization problems can be extended to the
multi-spectral case in a meaningful way. Each of the
challenged assumptions is analysed and replaced by
more flexible assumptions that lead to a more accurate
and general algorithm.

Other methods such as the ones proposed in [12]–
[15] have other focuses, such as utilising spectral
response information of the materials in the scene
during the decoding process or identifying pixels with
multiple impulse responses.

III. METHODOLOGY: SINGLE-PHOTON LIDAR
DECODING

A. Main Considerations

In order to reduce overall acquisition times, it is
interesting to analyse whether it is preferable to reduce
the number of measurements (number of pixels sensed
for each wavelength) and recover the signal using com-
pressive sensing techniques, rather than reducing the
per-pixel acquisition time uniformly, as is commonly
done [14]–[16].

The method proposed here builds on the algorithm
proposed by Shin et al. in [10], [11]. As mentioned
in Section II, the method proposed by Shin et al.
makes assumptions that are not always adequate and
that should be addressed in order to improve the
performance and versatility of the algorithm. These
three assumptions are:

1) Shin’s algorithm assumes ergodicity in the base-
line signal, i.e. that the baseline signal has the
same intensity on all imaged pixels.

2) The second incorrect assumption is that the base-
line intensity can be measured during calibration
procedure and that value can be used on all
subsequent measurements.

3) The final assumption that is contested here is
that we can formulate an analytic expression
that accurately describes the impulse response
function.

The decoding is performed in three sequential steps:
1) baseline intensity estimation, 2) response intensity
estimation and 3) depth estimation. Each step is mod-
elled as a Tikhonov regularization problem. The order
in which these steps are performed is important, as the
result of each step is necessary for the following step.
To account for the Poisson noise model, an extension
of the PIDAL [17] algorithm is used for background
and target intensity estimation. The final estimated
depth profile is finally obtained by refining the depth
estimated via maximum likelihood estimation using
convex optimization and compressive sensing signal
recovery techniques.

In many cases, the wavelengths imaged by the multi-
spectral system are very close to one another. In the
case of the data used in Section IV, for example, the
wavelengths of the used lasers were between 500nm
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Fig. 1. Example of how the data is modelled for an example pixel whose response is composed of a main impulse response, a weaker
secondary response and baseline.

and 820nm in steps of 10nm. Furthermore, the surface
responsible for the main response in each pixel is the
same for all wavelengths. Thus, it is sensible to assume
there is a high correlation between the baseline images
and reflectivity images in different wavelengths.

It is important to note that in the single-band case,
the accurate estimation of reflectivity a is important
because it led to accurate depth estimation results.
In the case of multi-spectral signals, it is also the
case but the way the reflectivity changes with the
wavelength of the laser can also be used to classify
the imaged material in several applications. Although
material classification is outside the scope of this
work, we acknowledge that the accurate estimation of
reflectivity images is of even more importance in the
multi-spectral case.

B. Measurement Model

The modelling of the acquisition process for single-
photon multi-spectral LIDAR is done by assuming
the observed number of photons at each time step
follows a Poisson distribution whose expectation is a
function of the baseline, reflectivity and depth values
and using the impulse response that was measured
during the calibration process. The number of baseline
and reflectivity variables scales with the number of
wavelengths L that are imaged by the LIDAR system,
while d does not. In mathematical terms, B ∈ RN×L,
A ∈ RN×L, and d ∈ RN . The impulse response is
different for each of the considered wavelengths and is
calibrated separately. That is to say that the calibration
yields L matrices F`, each of which containing the
impulse response for surfaces at different depths for
each wavelength.

Another phenomenon modelled here is a pixel
and wavelength dependent vignetting effect that takes
place during the measurement, not unlike the phe-
nomenon that happens with regular cameras, which
takes place due to physical limitations of the system
(e.g. lenses) [14]. This vignetting effect is modelled
using a multiplicative factor rp,` at pixel p and wave-
length ` that is applied to the impulse response in-
tensity. This vignetting factor is estimated during the
calibration process and does not change after that.

Given these considerations, the measurement model
used here for the photon count histogram yp,` for
pixel p and wavelength `, for the single-photon multi-

spectral LIDAR system can be written as in Equa-
tion (1), where xp,` is the one-hot vector xp,` =
[0 ... ap,` ... 0]

T .

yp,` ∼ Pr(rp,`F`xp,` + bp,`) (1)

C. Decoding Method

1) Baseline Intensity: The first step in decoding
single-photon multi-spectral LIDAR signals is to es-
timate the baseline. The baseline is defined as B ∈
RP×L, where P is the number of imaged pixels and L
is the number of wavelengths that the LIDAR system is
able to image. B is the concatenation [b1 ... b` ... bL]
of the vectorised baselines at each wavelength. Assum-
ing there is a time-step Tb before which no impulse
response has been observed, only baseline response,
we can divide the data into two sections. The mea-
surements for the baseline only section can then be
modelled as:

yp,t,` ∼ Pr(bp,`).

Assume Σ ∈ RP×L such that σp,` =
∑Tb
t=1 yp,t,`.

Consider also Sα,` a set of pixels randomly chosen
out of the P pixels of the grid for wavelength `,
where the subsampling ratio 0 < α ≤ 1 corresponds
to the proportion of spatial locations sampled. Note
that the locations of the sampled pixels are randomized
for each wavelength `. The data fidelity term in this
case can be defined as the following negative log-
likelihood:

LY ,α(B) =
L∑
`=1

∑
p∈Sα,`

[− log(bp,`)σp,` + Tbbp,`]. (2)

We propose here a regularization term that is the
sum of the total variation in each of the columns of B,
corresponding to the sum of the total variations of each
image b`. For the sake of simplicity, this regularization
will be called spectral total variation, or STV. The
Moreau proximity operator for the STV regularization
function is equivalent to the Moreau proximity opera-
tor for the TV regularization at each wavelength, which
in turn must be calculated iteratively.

Additionally, a technique used in compressive sens-
ing settings for multi-spectral radio astronomy aiming
to correlate different bands during signal reconstruc-



tion consists of using the nuclear norm, i.e. the sum of
absolute singular values, as additional regularization
in the minimization problem. The nuclear norm is a
convex regularization that promotes low-rank matrices,
which correlates the columns of B and helps the
decoding of a given wavelength by using information
present in the other wavelengths. The nuclear norm of
a matrix X is here represented by ||X||∗ = ||Σ||1,1 =∑
i |σi| where X = UΣVT is the SVD decomposi-

tion of X.
Putting all these elements together, the minimization

problem can then be written as:

B̂ =argmin
B

[LY ,α(B)

+ τ1STV(B) + τ2||B||∗ + iR+(B)].
(3)

Let us define σf = [σf,1...σf,L], where σf,` is
the sum of expected number of observed photons for
wavelength `, i.e. σf,` =

∑Ta
t=1 fd,`(t), which depends

only on ` and not on d as long as the impulse responses
are not truncated, which is assumed. Following the
same method described in [17] an algorithm can be
proposed to solve (3).

2) Response Intensity: Once the baseline estimation
B̂ has been calculated, the multi-spectral reflectivity
estimation can be performed. Using the complete
measurement model described by Equation (1) we can
once again calculate the data fidelity term as a function
of A ∈ RP×L using the negative log-likelihood of
our measurement model. The data fidelity term is then
given by

LY ,α(A|B̂) =
L∑
`=1

∑
p∈Sα,`

[rp,`σfap,` + Tabp,`

− σp,` log(rp,`σfap,` + Tabp,`)]

(4)

where Ta is the total number of time-steps in the
considered photon count histogram, Sα is the set of
measured pixels, and σp,` =

∑Ta
t=1 yp,t,`.

Similarly to the case of multi-spectral baseline esti-
mation, the STV and nuclear norm regularization terms
are used, along with the positivity enforcing indicator
function, to build the minimization problem that yields
the estimate Â, defined as

Â =argmin
A

[LY ,α(A|B̂) + τ1STV(A)

+ τ2||A||∗ + iR+(A)],
(5)

where B has been replaced by B̂.
To solve this minimization problem using the same

strategy that was used in the previous section it is
necessary to calculate the Moreau proximity operator
of the proposed data fidelity term. Once again the
procedure described in [17] can be followed to solve
this minimization problem.

3) Depth Estimation: The final step of the decoding
process is once again the depth estimation. The log-
likelihood for the multi-spectral model in use here with
respect to the depth d is given by Eq. (6). Note that

unlike the baseline and the reflectivity estimation, the
depth estimation does not scale with the number of
wavelengths considered in the problem. The calcula-
tions can be sped up by reducing the summation over
t only to the terms where yp,t,` 6= 0. This leads to
much faster likelihood calculations when few photons
are observed since yp,t,` becomes very sparse. This
is ideal since that is exactly the case that this work
focuses on. The joint log-likelihood then becomes

log(P (Y |B̂, Â,d)) =
L∑
`=1

∑
p∈Sα,`

∑
t,yp,t,` 6=0

[yp,t,` log(âp,`fd(t) + b̂p,`)] + C.

(6)

We can then define a sampling matrix Mα as a
selection matrix for all the pixels that have been
observed using at least one wavelength. We also define
the weights matrix W as a function of the number
of photons that have been observed at pixel p on
all wavelengths that penalizes more deviations where
more photons have been observed. The minimization
problem can then be built using a weighted Euclidean
distance as data fidelity term and a convex regular-
ization term pdd. Once this minimization problem is
solved the decoding of the single-photon multi-spectral
LIDAR signal is complete.

d̂ =argmin
d

[(dML −Mαd)
TW(dML −Mαd)

+ τTV (d) + iR+(d)]
(7)

IV. RESULTS

To test the algorithm with single-spectral LIDAR,
a set of test images of size 200 × 200 pixels was
generated from an RGB image and its depth map with
different amounts of measured photons. The expecta-
tion of the observed number of photons at each pixel
and within each time bin was calculated and a random
sample was drawn from a Poisson distribution accord-
ingly. Two test images were used: one (office) is a real
photograph and its estimated depth map, and the other
(cube) is a 3D rendering of a simulated scene. The
signals were simulated with several different numbers
of photons per pixel and subsampling ratios in order to
compare different measurement strategies with equal
acquisition times, averaging 0.5, 1, 10, 100 and 1000
photons per pixel.

The results obtained for each of the test images in
each of the two sets can be seen in Fig.3, while Fig. 2
shows the decoding result for the case of 0.5 ppp and
different subsampling rates. Each of the lines in Fig.3
refers to the cases in which the average photon count
considering all the pixels in the image is constant.

Observing the 0.5 ppp and 1 ppp lines on plots 3a
and 3b we can see that when the acquisition time is
very low, and therefore the photon count is low, it is
preferable to acquire more data on a random selection



(a) 0.5ppp, α = 1 (b) 1ppp, α = 1/2 (c) 2ppp, α = 1/4 (d) 4ppp, α = 1/8 (e) 8ppp, α = 1/16 (f) Ground truth

Fig. 2. Final depth estimation results obtained by our method and the ground truth depth for one of the test images with 0.5 ppp on
average with different subsampling ratios.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of the results considering different photon counts
and subsampling ratios for both test images.

of pixels than to acquire a uniform amount of data for
all pixels. This is not the case when a large amount of
photons is observed, in which case it seems better to
sample all the pixels. This can also be clearly seen in
the images displayed in Fig. 2.

While these tests show the performance of the algo-
rithm under different conditions, it is important to note
that they were executed using data generated using
the exact measurement model that was proposed. It is
important then to verify the accuracy of the proposed
measurement model by decoding real single-photon
LIDAR data. Figure 4 shows the results from using this
decoding method on two different acquisitions. The
first one was acquired when ambient illumination was
very weak, and therefore the majority of the observed
photons were reflections from the emitted laser pulse.
The second one was acquired with the imaged object
under direct sunlight, and therefore there is a strong
baseline signal present.
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(d) Strong baseline:
b̂
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Fig. 4. Baseline, reflectivity and depth results obtained from
applying the proposed algorithm on real LIDAR data. The images
on the left are from an acquisition with very weak baseline signal,
while the one on the right was under direct sunlight, and therefore
had a strong baseline signal.

The first thing to note is that the algorithm has

been able to infer the baseline intensity, reflectivity
and depth for all the pixels in the image. This verifies
the assumptions that were made, the measurement
model, and the proposed decoding algorithm. Another
important observation is that, not surprisingly, the
presence of a strong baseline signal reduces the quality
of the reconstruction. Finally, here it can clearly be
seen in Fig. 4d that the assumption made in [10],
[11] that the baseline intensity is equal for all pixels
in the image is incorrect. In this case, the baseline
signal is significantly stronger on the parts of the
image where the object was under direct sunlight
illumination. This therefore justifies the more precise
pixel-wise modelling of baseline intensity that was
proposed in this section.

To test the proposed decoding method proposed in
Section III for multi-spectral LIDAR real and simu-
lated LIDAR data was used. The decoding of real data
shows that the decoding method is able do deal with a
variety of materials with different spectral responses. It
also shows that the proposed measurement model is ac-
curate, including the wavelength dependent vignetting
effect. This scene was imaged using 190× 190 pixels
over 33 laser wavelengths, from 500nm to 820nm in
steps of 10nm.

Some results from the decoding of the scene can be
seen in Fig.5, which contains the estimated reflectivity
of the scene for five of the measured wavelengths.
Figure 5f shows the depth estimation results for this
acquisition. Although there is no ground truth for this
data since it is a real acquisition, the qualitative anal-
ysis of the results indicate that the proposed method
succeeded in accurately decoding the LIDAR signal.

To quantitatively evaluate the proposed method, a
set of twenty scenes were simulated using as ground
truth the reflectivity and depth estimations from the
decoding of the real scene to ensure the simulations
were as realistic as possible. These scenes also con-
tained 190× 190 pixels (P = 36100) and thirty three
wavelengths (L = 33). The impulse responses were
assumed to come from a single imaged surface at each
pixel with the depth and reflectivity as given by the
ground truth signals. The acquisition times were scaled
so that the expected mean photon counts per band in
each simulated signal was 0.5, 1, 10, or 100 ppp with
different subsampling rates.

The results from these simulations can be seen in
Figure 6. It is interesting to note from the plot that,
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(a) Reflectivity, ` =
1 (500nm)
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(b) Reflectivity, ` =
9 (580nm)
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(c) Reflectivity, ` =
17 (660nm)
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Fig. 5. Decoding results for real single-photon multi-spectral
LIDAR data.

unlike in the single-spectral case, observing fewer
pixels for longer periods of time does not seem to
be a good strategy in the multi-spectral case for either
reflectivity or depth estimation, except for a few cases
where a subsampling rate of α = 1/2 yields the best
reflectivity results.
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Fig. 6. SNRs in reflectivity and depth estimation for each of the
test cases.

V. CONCLUSION

In the previous sections a decoding method for
single-spectral and multi-spectral single-photon LI-
DAR signals was proposed based on the state-of-the-
art single-photon LIDAR decoding algorithms, and
using compressive sensing and convex optimization
ideas. In both cases, the method was proven to be able
to successfully decode real LIDAR signals, validating
the proposed measurement models and decoding meth-
ods. The results suggest that the usage of compressive
sampling in this context is only advisable in the single-
spectral case. Nevertheless, the proposed decoding
method improves on the state-of-the-art in different
ways. It provides a more complete modelling of the
baseline noise, it enables baseline estimation from the
measurement itself instead of during calibration, it uses
directly the impulse response shape from calibration
to calculate the depth likelihoods at each pixel. Fur-
thermore, the nuclear norm was added in the multi-
spectral case to correlate the different bands, and a
novel weighting of the data fidelity term based on
the number of observed photons was used for depth
estimation.
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Abstract— Low-cost RGB-D cameras are playing an increas-
ingly important role in many computer vision tasks, however,
their captured depth maps do not have fine details and contain
noises and missing information. We propose two novel methods
which can refine the rough depth images based on the theory
of photometric stereo.

The first method called RGB ratio model can resolve the
nonlinearity problem in most previous methods and promise
a closed-form solution. Current depth refinement approaches
usually could not separate the shape from the complicated
albedo, which leads to visible artefacts on their refined depth.
Therefore, we propose another robust multi-light method which
can deal with not only the complicated albedo but also spec-
ularity. It offers the advantage of recovering the real shape
from the imperfect depth without any regularization, making it
outperform the state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, we combine
our approach with image super-resolution such that the high-
quality and high-resolution depth can be acquired. Quantitative
and qualitative experiments have demonstrated the robustness
and effectiveness of the suggested methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of affordable RGB-D cameras, many

research areas in modern computer vision, computer graphics
and robotics have been boosted significantly, such as 3D
modeling [14] and reconstruction [9], human motion cap-
ture [18] and visual SLAM [7], etc. However, these tasks
are often limited by the unsatisfactory quality of the depths
acquired from low-cost commercial RGB-D sensors.

RGB image Input depth Pre-processing Our Refined depth

Fig. 1. Illustration for the task of depth refinement. The top row from
left to right contains an input color image and the depth map from [5],
the depth after pre-processing and after refinement using our RGBD-Fusion
Like method. The depths are plotted as 3D surfaces for the sake of better
visualization. The bottom row illustrates the significant improvement in the
regions of the forehead where the details of wrinkles and eyes are recovered
from the raw depth.

As we can notice from Fig. 1, the input depth map is very
noisy and contains quantization effect with missing depth
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2 Erasmus Mundus Masters in Vision and Robotics (VIBOT), Université
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values. Moreover, we could not see details of the statue
from the rough depth. After pre-processing, the input depth is
smoothed and does not have holes on it. And after our depth
refinement process which contributes to the preservation of
geometric details, the depth has much higher quality. With
the help of the depth refinement techniques, the tasks using
RGB-D data, such as 3D reconstruction and modelling, can
be further improved. In this paper, we delve into the research
of the refinement for a single depth map, and our main
contributions are:

1) We propose a new RGB ratio model to resolve the
nonlinearity and achieve similar accuracy to the state-
of-the-art methods.

2) We introduce a robust multi-light method which out-
performs other approaches both quantitatively and
qualitatively. Moreover, no regularization is imposed.

3) We combine super-resolution with our method and
present the high-quality and high-resolution depth.

II. BACKGROUND

State-of-the-art depth refinement methods mainly build on
two main streams: Shape from Shading (SFS) and Photomet-
ric Stereo (PS). Both fundamental approaches are based on
the Lambertian reflectance model. The idea is, a luminance
image can be separated as follows:

I = ρS (1)

where I is an intensity image, ρ is the reflectance (albedo)
of the surface, and the S is the shading image. An example
of such an image decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.

= ×

I ρ S

Fig. 2. An image of a toy panther can be decomposed to the reflectance
(albedo) ρ and the shading S. Images courtesy of [4].

We assume the observed object follows the Lambert’s co-
sine law [8], based on which the Eq. (1) can be reformulated
to the Lambertian reflectance model:

I = ρ l>n (2)

we notice that the shading S is the inner product of the light
direction l ∈ R3 and the unit length surface normal n :M→
S2 ⊂ R3,M is the given mask of the object. Some state-of-
the-art shape or depth refinement methods used an extension
of Lambertian model called spherical harmonics (SH) [1]



which can represent the illumination more realistically. The
first-order SH model (Eq. (3)) can account for 87.5% of real-
world light so we applied it throughout the paper:

I = ρ (l>n + ϕ) (3)

where ϕ can be understood as the ambient light parameter.
The shape-from-shading (SFS) task is to acquire the sur-

face normal from Eq. (2) with one image. The surface normal
modelled by the orthographic projection can be written as:

northo =
1√

|∇z|2 + 1

(
∇z
−1

)
(4)

where z is the depth value and ∇ represents the gradient.
The surface normal acquired from perspective model is:

nperspect =
1

d

(
f∇z

−1− x̃zx − ỹzy

)
(5)

where in this case z = log z, f the focal length, (x0, y0) are
the principle points, x̃ = (x − x0), ỹ = (y − y0) and the
normalizer d =

√
(f∇z)2 + (−1− x̃zx − ỹzy)2.

Note that even when the lighting and albedo are known in
Eq. (2), the inverse problem is ill-posed because the normal
has 2 degrees of freedom. Horn and Brooks [6] used the
integrability constraint to make the SFS problem well-posed,
while Frankot and Chellapa [3] projected the non-integrable
surface to the subspace spanning the smooth surface.

Provided we estimate the shape from several images with
the fixed view but with different illumination conditions,
the problem is called photometric stereo (PS). When the
illuminations and albedo are known, the problem is over-
constrained and can be solved using a simple least squares
approximation. However, with the unknown illuminations,
PS approaches suffer from the generalized bas-relief ambigu-
ity (GBR) [17]. Many works have been introduced to resolve
this ambiguity [11]–[13] by imposing different constraints. In
the scope of depth refinement techniques, the GBR ambiguity
does not exist anymore because the rough depth is given as
the input. Many researchers have done related works [5, 10]
in the field of depth refinement with the help of either SFS or
PS. We will detail our methods based on PS in the following
section.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we first describe the RGB-D Fusion Like
method which was inspired by the state-of-the-art depth
refinement methods from Or-El et al. [10]. Our RGB ratio
model is then followed and introduced to eliminate the
nonlinearity in the modern depth enhancement methods. Fi-
nally, another proposed technique which does not require any
regularization terms is presented. This method has exhibited
the ability to deal with the objects with complicated albedos
and extend to super-resolution for depth images.

First of all, we fill the holes on the input rough depth
with a basic image inpainting [2] approach and smooth with
the bilateral filter [15] An example of the depth after pre-
processing is shown in in Fig. 1 We use the pre-processed
depth map as the input for all the methods described below.

A. RGBD-Like Method

We first rewrite the Eq. (3) as:
I = ρ · ñs (6)

where
s =

(
l
ϕ

)
ñ =

(
n
1

)>
(7)

s ∈ R4 is the first-order SH parameter. The overall energy
function for the RGBD-Fusion Like method which can
jointly estimate lights, albedo and depth is described below:

E(ρ, z, s) = ‖I − ρ · ñ(z)s‖22 + λρ‖
∑
k∈N

ωk(ρ− ρk)‖22

+ λz‖z − z0‖22 + λl‖∆z‖22
(8)

Here I, z and ρ are vectorized to Rm within the mask M,
ñ ∈ Rm×4, m the number of pixel inside M. N represents
the 4-connected neighbourhoods of all the pixels inside the
mask, and k indicates the neighbouring index of a certain
pixel. The mark · represents element-wise multiplication.
z0 denotes the pre-processed depth and ∆ is the Lapalcian
operator. λρ, λz, λl are the tuning parameters for each term.
Here the unit-length surface normal is formulated with the
orthographic projection (Eq. (4)). We have the input depth
from pre-processing so the initial normal is known.

1) Light estimation: Assume ρ = 1, we have an overde-
termined least squares problem from the energy in Eq. (8):

min
s
‖ñs− I‖22 (9)

2) Albedo estimation: Many real-world objects have
piecewise smooth appearance, which means their layout are
dominated by a few number of colors. Also, as shown in
Fig. 3, acquiring the albedo from I/(s>ñ) leads to the
overfitting problem so an anisotropic Laplacian is imposed.

min
ρ
‖ρ · ñs− I‖22 + λρ‖

∑
k∈N

ωk(ρ− ρk)‖22 (10)

The weight ωk is defined as below, and it is dependent on two
parameters σI and σz which accounts for the discontinuity
in both intensity and depth. Fig. 3 illustrates the importance
of anisotropic weight.

ωk = exp

(
−
‖I − Ik‖22

2σ2
I

−
‖z − zk‖22

2σ2
z

)
(11)

RGB image I/(s>ñ) No weight Fusion Like Ratio model Ground truth

Fig. 3. Comparison for the albedo estimation under the synthetic data
with the known light parameter. From left to right: color image, the albedo
from I/(s>ñ), the albedo acquired from RGBD-Fusion Like when ωk = 1
everywhere, albedo estimated by RGBD-Fusion like method with the weight
in Eq. (11), albedo from RGB ratio model and the ground truth. Note that
ωk is important on the albedo estimation and our RGB ratio model has a
better performance.



3) Depth refinement: After acquiring s and ρ, we can
refine our depth with the help of this equation:

min
z
‖ρ · ñ(z)s− I‖22 + λz‖z − z0‖22 + λl‖∆z‖22 (12)

To minimize the energy, a “fixed point” scheme is introduced
to efficiently deal with the nonlinearity in the SFS term.

The idea is: the normalizer in the surface normal is
determined by the depth from the last iteration. In iteration
t, this process can be represented element-wise as follows:

n(z(t), z(t−1)) =
1√

|∇z(t−1)|2 + 1

(
∇z(t)
−1

)
(13)

And now the depth refinement problem in Eq. (12) is
reformulated as below in each iteration:

min
z(t)
‖ρ · ñ(z(t), z(t−1))s− I‖22 + λz‖z(t) − z0‖22 + λl‖∆z(t)‖22 (14)

As long as the energy decreases in each iteration, the process
is repeated. The RGBD-Fusion Like method is described in
Alg. 1 and a real-world example has been shown in Fig. 1.

Algorithm 1 RGBD-Fusion Like Depth Refinement
Input: Initial depth image z0, RGB image I
1: Light estimation s = arg min

s
E(ρ = 1, z0) {Eq. (9)}

2: Albedo estimation ρ = arg min
ρ

E(z0, s) {Eq. (10)}

3: t = 1, z(t−1) = z0
4: while E(ρ, z(t), s)− E(ρ, z(t−1), s) < 0 do
5: Depth refinement z(t) = arg min

z
E(ρ, z, s) {Eq. (14)}

6: t := t+ 1
7: end while

Output: Refined depth image z(t)

B. Proposed Method I: RGB Ratio Model

Modern depth refinement methods have the difficulty in
dealing with the nonlinearity mentioned in the last section.
And they usually only use intensity images to refine the
depth. Therefore, we thought of the idea of RGB ratio model,
which can eliminate the nonlinearity and take full advantage
of the 3 channels in the RGB image. Note that we add red,
green and blue LED lights for the sake of emphasizing the
difference among RGB channels, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

(a) LED lights setup (b) An image with this setup

Fig. 4. Illustrations for the color LEDs setup and the acquired RGB image.

Each channel of the image I can be seen as an intensity
image, denoted by IR, IG, IB . From Eq. (3), we have:

IR = ρR(l>Rn + ϕR)

IG = ρG(l>Gn + ϕG)

IB = ρB(l>Bn + ϕB)

(15)

A ratio model can be obtained between R and G channel:

IR − ρRϕR
IG − ρGϕG

=
ρRl
>
Rn

ρGl
>
Gn

(16)

Similarly, we can acquire another two ratio models which
are between green and blue, and blue and red channels
respectively. It can be noticed from Eq. (16) that, the non-
linearity problem mentioned before has been solved because
the denominator in the surface normal n is cancelled out. The
overall energy for the proposed RGB ratio model method is:

E(P, z, s) =‖R(P, z)‖22 + λz ||z − z0||2 + λ1ρ‖ω∇P‖2

+
∑
c

‖ρc ñsc − Ic‖22, c ∈ {R,G,B}
(17)

where P ∈ R3m is the stack of RGB albedo, and R denotes
our ratio model which will be defined separately.

1) Light estimation: We iteratively calculate the light
direction for each channel using Eq. (9).

2) Albedo estimation: we need to reshape the ratio model
described in Eq. (16) as follows:

IGl
>
RnρR − IRl>GnρG = ρRρG(ϕGl

>
Rn− ϕRl>Gn)

IBl>GnρG − IGl>BnρB = ρGρB(ϕBl>Gn− ϕGl>Bn)

IRl
>
BnρB − IBl>RnρR = ρBρR(ϕRl

>
Bn− ϕBl>Rn)

(18)

For each pixel, Eq. (18) can be reformulated as: IGl
>
Rn −IRl>Gn 0

0 IBl>Gn −IGl>Bn
−IBl>Rn 0 IRl

>
Bn

ρRρG
ρB


=

ρRρG(ϕGl
>
Rn− ϕRl>Gn)

ρGρB(ϕBl>Gn− ϕGl>Bn)
ρBρR(ϕRl

>
Bn− ϕBl>Rn)

 (19)

This small linear system can be generalized to a big sparse
linear system denoted by AρP = bρ, where Aρ ∈
R3m×3m,bρ ∈ R3m. P ∈ R3m is the stack of RGB albedos.

To acquire the RGB albedos P in each iteration, we have:

P(t) = arg min
P
‖A(t−1)

ρ P − b
(t−1)
ρ ‖2 + λ1ρ‖ω∇P‖2

+ λ2ρ‖P − P(t−1)‖2
(20)

where the weight ω = diag(
(
ωR ωG ωB

)>
) ∈ R3m×3m,

which can be denoted as:

ωc = exp(−
σc||∇Ic||2

max ||∇Ic||2
), c ∈ {R,G,B} (21)

σc is a tuning parameter for each channel c. Fig. 3 illustrates
the robustness of the albedo estimation in RGB ratio model.

3) Depth refinement: Reshape Eq. (16) with the surface
normal n as the argument:

ρG(IR − ρRϕR)l>Gn− ρR(IG − ρGϕG)l>Rn = 0

ρB(IG − ρGϕG)l>Bn− ρG(IB − ρBϕB)l>Gn = 0

ρR(IB − ρBϕB)l>Rn− ρB(IR − ρRϕR)l>Bn = 0

(22)

since z is inside n, Eq. (22) can be simplified as below:
Ψz = 0 (23)

and the depth refinement problem in Eq. (17) is:

z(t) = arg min
z

||Ψz||2 + λz ||z − z0||2 (24)

Alg. 2 outlines the process of RGB ratio model method and
Fig. 5 illustrates the effectiveness of this approach.



Algorithm 2 RGB Ratio Model method
Input: Initial depth image z0, RGB image I , mask, focal length, principle

point
1: s(0) = arg min

s
E(P = 1, z0) {Eq. (9)}

2: Initial albedo P(0) {Eq. (10)}
3: t = 1, z(0) = z0

4: while ‖E(P(t),z(t),s(t))−E(P(t−1),z(t−1),s(t−1))‖
E(P(t−1),z(t−1),s(t−1))

> ε do
5: P(t) = arg min

P
E(P(t−1), z(t−1), s(t−1)) {Eq. (20)}

6: z(t) = arg min
z

E(P(t), s(t−1)) {Eq. (24)}

7: s(t) = arg min
s

E(P(t), z(t)) {Eq. (9)}
8: t := t+ 1
9: end while

Output: Refined depth image z(t) and color albedo P(t)

RGB image After pre-processing Refined depth

Fig. 5. Illustration for the depth refinement using the proposed RGB ratio
model. Many fine geometric details have been refined on the depths, which
shows the effectiveness of this method.

C. Proposed Method II: Robust Multi-Light Method

The albedo estimation of both our RGBD-Like method and
RGB ratio model is highly dependent on the regularization
terms which emphasize the piecewise smoothness. However,
there are more real-world objects containing complicated
layout colors and patterns. Thus, we propose another method
called robust multi-light method which uses several color
images for a still object with lights coming from various
directions. This method offers the advantage of recovering
the real albedo and shape without imposing any regular-
ization (Fig. 7). Our albedo estimation is not only able to
recover most of the details on the albedo, but also remove
the shadows on it.

In order to simulate the scenario that an object is illumi-
nated from various directions, we simply sway a white LED
in different directions and take several images An example
of a vase with different lightings is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Illustration for the obtained color images of a vase from various light
directions with a white LED light. Even the phone flashlight is sufficient
for giving various lightings.

Now the overall energy for our robust multi-light method
is characterized as:

E(ρ, z, s) =
∑
i

∑
c

‖ρc · ñ(z)si,c − Ii,c‖22 + λz‖z − z0‖22 (25)

c ∈ {R,G,B}, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, where n stands for the total
number of varying light directions. We have found out that
λz = 100 works well for all cases, which means our system
can be easily used by anybody without problems.

1) Light estimation: We have matrices Asi,c = ρi,c ·
ñ(z) ∈ Rm×4 for every channel in all input color images.
Therefore, the illuminations can be estimated with the pho-
tometric term in the energy as below:

min
si,c
‖Asi,csi,c − Ii,c‖

2
2 (26)

2) Albedo estimation: Similar to the light estimation, we
need to reshape the photometric term in the overall energy:

min
ρc
‖Aρcρc − Ic‖22 (27)

Aρc ∈ Rmn×m is the stack of n diagonal matrices diag(ñ ·
si,c), where diag : Rm → Rm×m, i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, and Ic ∈
Rmn denotes the stack of all the vectorized Ii in channel c,
which can be represented as:

Aρc =

diag(ñ · s1,c)
...

diag(ñ · sn,c)

 Ic =

I1,c...
In,c

 (28)

RGB image RGBD-Fusion [10] Robust Multi-Light

Fig. 7. Comparison for the albedo estimation between the proposed robust
multi-light method and RGBD-Fusion method. Our method can recover the
real albedo and exhibit the ability of eliminating the shadows.

3) Depth refinement: Again, we need to rearrange the
energy function with z as the argument. If we expand Eq. (2)
with the the perspective projection normal in Eq. (5), we have
such an equation after arranging:

l1f − l3x̃
d

· zx +
l2f − l3ỹ

d
· zy = I +

l3

d
− ϕ · ρ (29)

Provided we denote the gradient matrices in x and y direc-
tions as Dx and Dy , Eq. (29) becomes:(

diag(
l1f − l3x̃

d
)Dx + diag(

l2f − l3ỹ
d

)Dy

)
z = I +

l3

d
− ϕ · ρ

(30)

This is the linear equation for the channel c in image i in,
which can be denoted as Azi,cz = bzi,c . Now we define:

Azc =

Az1,c

...
Azn,c

 , bzc =

bz1,c
...

bzn,c

 (31)

Finally, we stack Azc and bzc for each channel c ∈
{R,G,B} to acquire Az and bz , and finally have the energy:

min
z
‖Azz − bz‖22 + λz‖z − z0‖22 (32)

The structure of the proposed algorithm is described in Alg. 3
and some examples can be found in section IV.



Algorithm 3 Robust Multi-Light Model Method
Input: Initial depth image z0, RGB image I , mask, focal length, principle

point
1: t = 1, z(t−1) = z0, ρ(0)R , ρ

(0)
G , ρ

(0)
B = 1

2: while ‖E(ρ(t),z(t),s(t))−E(ρ(t−1),z(t−1),s(t))‖
E(ρ(t−1),z(t−1)),s(t−1) > ε do

3: s(t) = arg min
s

E(ρ(t−1), z(t−1)) {Eq. (26)}

4: ρ(t) = arg min
ρ

E(z(t−1), s(t)) {Eq. (27)}

5: z(t) = arg min
z

E(ρ(t), z(t−1), s(t)) {Eq. (32)}
6: t := t+ 1
7: end while

Output: Refined depth image z(t) and albedo ρ(t)

D. When super-resolution meets depth refinement

Since the RGB images acquired by RGB-D sensors usually
have higher resolution than the depth one, we combine a
super-resolution technique with our multi-light method, with
the help of which we will provide decent high-quality and
high-resolution depth maps.

Provided the input small depth and the super-resolution
depth are denoted as z and Z, a super-resolution problem
can be represented:

z = KZ (33)

where K represents a downsampling operator [16].
In the light and albedo estimation, the surface normal n(z)

is replaced with N(Z), which is the normal of the large
depth. As for the depth enhancement (Eq. (32)), Z is again
used to replace z during the construction of Az and bz ,
which are now denoted by AZ and bZ . The energy becomes:

min
Z
‖AZZ − bZ‖22 + λz‖KZ − z0‖22 (34)

Fig. 8 shows the effectiveness of our depth super-resolution.

One input image (10 in total) Input depth Refined super-resolution depth

Fig. 8. Results of the super-resolution depth of using our robust multi-light
method. Input depth size is 480×640, and the refined depth’s is 960×1280.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Quantitative and qualitative experiments are performed
to show the robustness of the proposed methods. We first
specify the parameters used in this part (table I).

To quantitative evaluate the performance, root mean square
error (RMSE) in millimeters (mm) accounts for the global
quality of the refined depth, and mean angular error (MAE)
in degrees (◦) assesses the precision.

According to table I, table II and Fig. 9, there are some
interesting observations on the quantitative evaluations:
• Our RGBD-Fusion Like method uses fewer parameters

than RGBD-Fusion [10] but achieves similar accuracy.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED THROUGHOUT ALL THE EXPERIMENTS.

Method No. Parameters

RGBD-Fusion [10] 8
λρ = 0.1, λ1β = 0.1, λ2β =

0.1, τ = 0.05, σc =
√

0.05, σd =√
50, λ1z = 0.004, λ2z = 0.0075

RGBD-Fusion
Like Method 5 λρ = 10, σI =

√
0.05, σz =√

50, λz = 500, λl = 2
Proposed I: RGB
Ratio model 4 λ1ρ = 1015, λ2ρ = 1013, σc =

100, λz = 100
Proposed II: Ro-
bust Multi-Light 1 λz = 100

• The Laplacian term in the depth enhancement energy
of RGBD-Fusion method makes big difference on the
results. In contrast, both proposed methods have no
smoothness term but provide similar or better results.

• Most of the small details on the albedo of “Pattern”
and “Complicate Pattern” cannot be acquired by RGBD-
Fusion or RGB ratio model, which yields to unsatisfac-
tory refined depths.

• Our robust multi-light method outperforms all other
methods and has a strong ability to handle the cases
with extremely complicated albedo. Compared to the
albedo estimated by other methods, the albedo from our
multi-light method contains most of the details.

TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATIONS AMONG 4 METHODS. “NS” MEANS NO

LAPLACIAN SMOOTHNESS TERM IN DEPTH ENHANCEMENT.

Simple RGB Pattern Complicated
Method RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Input reference 3.33 16.30 3.33 16.30 3.33 16.30
RGBD-Fusion (ns) 3.34 18.91 3.38 27.00 3.34 25.65
RGBD-Fusion 3.17 17.22 3.19 18.47 3.17 18.08
Fusion-Like (ns) 3.35 17.59 3.35 23.48 3.38 35.26
Fusion-Like 2.87 17.18 2.87 17.73 2.88 19.64
RGB ratio model 1.94 5.05 2.91 17.52 3.10 21.22
Robust multi-light 2.31 3.87 1.57 1.73 1.84 2.68

We also compare the performance of our robust multi-
light methods with RGBD-Fusion [10] in terms of real-world
objects. Note that our method has the capability of tackling
the real-world cases with complicated albedo or with strong
specularity, while the state-of-the-art depth enhancement
approaches are likely to fail, as shown in Fig. 10 and 11.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two novel depth refinement algorithms which enhance the
quality of the coarse depth images from consumer RGB-
D cameras have been proposed. The RGB ratio model
eliminates the nonlinearity problem in the modern depth
refinement methods and achieves similar accuracy as the
previous approaches.

The robust multi-light method is capable of recovering
the real shape of the object from intricate scenarios. This
method outperforms state-of-the-art methods quantitatively
and qualitatively. Moreover, we integrate super-resolution
scheme into our method such that high-resolution refined
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of our two proposed methods RGB ratio model
and robust multi-light method against the RGBD-Fusion [10], under three
albedos scenarios. The first row is the input color images and their ground
truth albedos, while the rest are the estimated depths and albedos using
the parameters defined in table I. The errors for the rough input depth are
RMSE of 3.33 and MAE of 16.30. The proposed methods can deal with
the complicated albedo and outperform RGBD-Fusion in all tests.

depth map is obtained. We believe this is the first depth image
super-resolution approach based on photometric stereo.
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